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The Earth Shall Be Full Of The Knowledge Of The Lord As The Waves Cover The Sea.-lsa. 11:9.
"SOME TRUST I N CHARIOTS AND SOME I N HORSES; BUT W E WILL REMEMBER THE NAME OF TOE LORD OUR GOD. , ; —Psa. 20:7.

V O L U M E XI.

A B I L E N E , KANSAS, J A N U A E Y 15, 1898.
STANDARD OP HOLINESS.
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man) to designate and imply the
whole being, inclusive of all its
powers and faculties. The call to
holiness has gone out; the time for
preparation is pressingly nigh; who
will venture forth to meet the Bridegroom ?

OD'S standard of holiness is not
very low. I t implies a holy
(the root word of which is the same
as'wholly) use of all our God-given
Our Times.Exchange Clippings, Etc.. .39 powers, faculties, and organs to His
glory. The unholy indulgence of
POETRY.
We have frequently seen such
Keep Sweet
22 the sexual organs and vain gratifiLive to do Good
33 cation of fleshly desires is a phase who claim for themselves the grace
Missionary Hymn
37 of sin which turns more hearts from of Sanctification indulge in hasty
A Prayer
38 God and robs more souls of Divine judgment over others who claim to
ESSAYS.
fellowship than probably any other stand in the same attitude before
And its God. Let us be warned; lest in our
Unity, Charles Baker
22 violation of God's law.
Holiness, J. G. Cassel
23 consequences are so far
reaching zeal for righteousness and true holiA Letter, G. Balsbaugh
25 that they can scarcely be measured ness we forget
that sin is the
Daily Experience, D. W. Zook
25 nor the bounds thereof reasonably measuring-rod
and God alone is
Soul-Rest, Lizzie Zook
26 designated.
Judge. The time will come when
Tests of Charity, Peter Stover
27
the saints shall judge the world:
When
once
the
fire
of
Lust
has
The Jerusalem Rabbis Alarmed, A.
that, however, is the work of a
pervaded
and
inflamed
the
being,
Ben-Oliel.
future
age, when once we have
Experience, Barbara Mellinger
28 then purity of thought and act is a
proven ourselves to have been not
thing
of
the
past,
until
purged
and
SELECTIONS
renovated by the consuming and re- only called and chosen, but also
Wesley's Words
29
It is a serio'-.s thing to
fining fire of God. The very off- faithful.
Feeling and Faith
29
undertake
criticism
over such whom
How Readest Thou ?
30 springs of such persons are very
God
has
made
to
be
His represenStarving the Preachers
30 frequently tainted and stamped with
tatives
on
earth
by
having
imparted
this
mark
of
unholy
indulgence
unto
Christ Institutes the Millennium
30
to
them
His
Holy
Spirit.
Choosing Poverty
31 the third and fourth generation, acThe Age
31 cording to the voice of the Almighty.
Law of Chastity
32 The mind becomes
darkened to
Holiness is an operation of the
Secret of Life
32 spiritual discernment because of the grace of God; but when this operaengrossment in sensual things, and tion is to be performed is compreCHURCH NEWS
•
Local Church News,
35 the anathema of Holy Writ is a con- hended with difference by different
It is a condition to be
F r o m the Field
35 tinual canopy over them,—"Having persons.
entered
into
by faith — not after
eyes
full
of
adultery,
and
that
canHEALTH AND HOME
r....33
awhile,
or
just
before we enter
not
cease
from
sin;
beguiling
unOUR YOUTH
38
heaven, (as some would s a y ) ; but now
stable
souls."
It
is
the
sensual
OUR TIMES—OBITUARY, Etc
29-10
ones who separate themselves, hav- is the accepted time for entering
into His rest. Some persons make
ing not the Spirit.—Jude 19.
a mistake in looking for their own
Undoubtedly
the
Apostle
Peter,
"Our God is a consuming fire."
holiness; while it is the imputed
in
unfurling
the
banner
for
higher
How few souls have learned to
righteousness and holiness of Jesus
comprehend Him under this symbol- Christian attainments, knew whereof which envelops us. It humiliates
he spake when he said, "Dearly beism. A consuming, refining, illuloved, I beseech you as strangers us into the dust to see how unholy
minating flame—this is the manner
and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly and utterly unable we are of ourin which He will reveal Himself to lusts which war against the soul." selves to work out our sanctification.
those who hav« consented to submit — 1 Pet. 2:17: And in making re- It is Jesus—only and all, Jesus. O
to the scrutiny of the x-rays of ference to the "soul" we are sure how marvelous is his condescension!
Almighty God. "He shall baptize ithat the Apostle used the term (not
you (who submit) with the Holy S as many modern theologians do—to Obey God and believe that what
Ghost and with Fire."
• s ' g u l t y a 8 0 r t °f sub-division of he has promised is your own.
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Items, Standard of Holiness
21
Special Mention, Election or Grace.. ..31
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KEEP SWEET.
There's a little secret,
Worth its weight in gold;
Easy to remember,
Easy t o be told;
Changing into blessing
Every curse we meet;
Turning hell to heaven;
This is all,—keep sweet.
CHOBUS.

Jesus keep us sweet,
Walking in thy love,
Jesus make lis meet
For thy home above.
Make us kind and gentle,
Harmless as the dove;
Giving good far evil,
Meeting hate with love.
What tho' trial press us,
What t h o ' tempests beat;
Naught can move or harm us-,
if we just,—keep sweet.
Sweet when things are bitter,
Sweet when things are sad;
Giving songs for sighing,
Making others glad.
In the quiet household,
On the bustling street,
Everywhere and always,
Jesus keep us sweet.—Set.

* i» ••

For

the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

UNITY.
"Behold,how good and how pleassnt it is for
brethren to dwell together in unity."—Psalm,
133: 1.

U

N I T Y is one of the greatest
blessings that man can enjoy
on earth. Where it exists, its beneficial influence is easily apparent.
I t binds and holds together with an
inseverable bond all its participants.
Unity is no respecter of person. I t
embraces and knits together in heart
and hand, young and old, rich and
poor, high and low.
Unity is needed everywhere. I t
is needed in a nation; in cities,
towns and villages; in the neighborhood; in the family and the church.
Without unity neither of the above
named communities will prosper.
There have been nations which were
great and powerful whilst unity prevailed in them; but when disunion
crept in, murder and carnage became
rife everywhere, and the downfall of
those nations was the result.
As with a nation so with all other
communities, and the church not being exempted. Disunion has separated the best of friends. It has

separated husband and wife, parents
and children; yea, even the children
of God. Disunion has caused an
incalculable amount of sorrow. I t
has broken thousands of hearts, and
sent an innumerable people with sorrow to the grave. Truly the words
of the Savior are verified when he
says,
"every
kingdom
divided
against itself is brought to desolation; and every city orhouse divided
against itself shall not s t a i d — M a t t .
12:25.
Unity is not of human origin. I t
has been in existence as long as God
himself. Moses says, "Before the
mountains were brought forth, or
ever thou hadst formed the earth
and the world, even from everlasting
thou art God"—Psalm 90:2. Again,
in 1 John 5:7, we read; "there are
three that bear record in heaven:
the Father, the Word, and the Holy
Ghost: and these three are one."
Moreover it was God's will that
this oneness should have been, and
should be, maintained among his
children until the end of time.
Jesus, in John, 17:21, prays for his
disciples "that they all may be one,
as thou, Father, art in me, and I in
thee; that they also may be one in
us" etc. But alas! when we look
around in the world what a spectacle
do we behold? God's children are
divided and subdivided into numerous factions, which is enough to
make angels weep and the hearts of
God's children sad; and still the
division is going on. As year after
year rolls by, we see and hear, to
our sorrow that some new sect as
come into existence, which adds
more and more to the dilemma into
which Christianity has fallen in
these latter days. On every hand
we hear the cry, "Lo, here is Christ;
or, lo, he is there." But the Savior's
injunction is, "believe him not."—
Mark. 13:21.
Many of these upstarts of Christian communities are more hurtful
to the human family than the
eruptions of all the volcanos on the
face of the earth have been. The
latter have indeed caused much loss
of life and property; but the former,
if their doctrine is accepted, we fear,
will plunge many souls into endless'
destruction. Some of these newly
started sects set aside the ordinances

of God's house, telling their hearers
that they are not essential for salvation. Others leave it optional, or
change the mode to suit the believer.
This we believe to be contradictory
to the commission and teachings of
Christ and the apostles, whereiu they
plainly set forth the duty of every
child of God, pointing out to them
with much emphasis the penalty
that will be meeted out to those that
set aside, or lightly regard, the
ordinances of God's house. Then
too, pride, arrogance and licentiousness, together with the merry-making of these latter days is indulged
in by many of both the clergy and
the laity. This forcibly brings to
our mind the words of Paul in
2 Tim. 3:4; "that in the last days
perilious times shall come, for men
shall be lovers of pleasure more than
lovers of God."
Unity is also essential for the
prosperity of the church. To have
and to maintain unity in the church,
its teachings ought to be of a uniform character. All the officers of
the church ought to exert themselves
to this end. I n order to do this, it
is their duty to acquaint themselves
with the teachings of Christ and the
apostles. To belittle, or to set their
teachings aside means disunion, and
the result would be disastrous to the
church.
Unity, although desirable and of
so great importance, cannot be maintained in the church by the officials
themselves, but every member ought
to do his or her part. The best
way of doing this is to "love one
another with a pure heart fervently"
—1 Pet. 1:22, and to "esteem others
better, than themselves"—Phil. 2 : 3 ;
also to see to it "that no man put a
stumbling-block or an occasion to
fall in his brother's way"—Rom.
14:13.
The care of the church.
The
officials are set as watchmen over
God's inheritance. I t is their duty
to feed, and to care for the flock;
yet, notwithstanding the best of
care, it often happens that discord
and disunion arises in the church
through the deceitfulness of the
enemy. The enemy who is never at
rest, often stirs up strife in order to
gain his end. I t is his delight to
set the children of God at variance,
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so that he may hinder the prosperity ings, that he has the welfare of the thing about the holiness of God.
of the church. If anything of this church at heart. We also notice God is
the "multitude"
coming
kind occurs, or if there is a differ- from
THE HOLY ONE.
ence of opinion on some important together, a unanimity of purpose;
"I
the
Lord
your God am holy."
and
that
is
the
only
way
a
church
question, then, after the proper step
can
succeed,
for
it
is
said
"in
unity
—Lev.
19:2;
21:8.
He is the thrice
has been taken, it is the duty of the
church to convene in council, decid- there is strength," and "a threefold holy One. "Holy, holy, holy is t h e
ing in those pending matters. After cord is not quickly broken."— Lord of hosts."—Isa. 6:3; Eev. 4:8.
The Holy Father, the Holy One of
a decision has been arrived at, it is Eccl. 4:12.
God (the Son), and the Holy Ghost.
CHARLES BAKEK.
the duty of every member to abide
Nottawa, Ont.
"There is none holv as the Lord."
by the same; otherwise, serious
—
1 Sam. 2:2. "Who shall not fear
trouble may arise.
HOLINESS.
thee,
O Lord, and glorify thy name?
Councils are necessary for the
for
thou
only art holy."—Rev. 15:4.
NUMBER
TWO.
unity of the church. They were
N T H E previous article we have Our finite minds cannot begin to
held and established by the Apostles.
seen how God has chosen and measure the holiness of God. I t
When Paul and Barnabas were at
A
Antioch, there arose a dissension called us to holiness. Let us now staggers human conception.
vision
of
God's
holiness
would
bring
look
at
1
Peter
1:15,16,
where
we
about circumcision, where-upon it
was determined to send them unto have both the reason why we are to the holiest saint upon his face in
Jerusalem about this
question. be holy, and the kind of holiness we the dust. I t has been well remarked
When they had arrived at Jerusa- are called to, or the standard of by someone that holiness is not so
"As He which hath much an attribute of God, as it is
lem, and having delivered their Mes- holiness.
sage unto the Apostles, "the apostles called you i6 holy, so be ye holy in the summing up of all the divine
and elders came together for to con- all manner of conversation. Be- perfections.
sider of this matter. After consid- cause it is written, Be ye holy, for
Students of the original text of
erable discussion upon the subject, I am holy." I t is God the Holy Scripture tell us it is very difficult
it was decided to lay no greater One who has called us; and because to arrive at the real root-meaning of
burden upon them than to "Abstain He is holy, we are to be holy. And the word holiness or sanctification.
from meats offered to idols, and from we are to be holy like as H e which Young in his concordance, defines
blood, and from things strangled, called us is holy. We are to par- sanctify, "To separate, to set apart."
and from fornication."—Acts. 15:29. take of the nature and character of Cremer in his Greek lexicon, says,
Every member ought to make it a the Holy God. The holiness that "The root-word is hagios, the
point to be at council if possible. we are to have is the holiness of God primary idea of which is, pure, clean,
Solomon says, "without council, —it is God Himself. I t is the free from stain." Holiness doubtpurposes are disappointed; but in Divine Holiness which is to be less means all this, and perhaps
the multitude of counselors they manifested in all the c'onduct of a much more. I t is a word of heavenThere are not twoly origin, and gives expression to
are
established."
When Paul, human life.
after his former visit to Jerusalem, standards of holiness—one for God the divine character. I t fits God,
had gone throughout the churches and one for man—there is b u t one.and not man.
preaching the kingdom of God, and "Be ye therefore perfect, even as
The first effect upon man that aphaving returned again to Jerusalem, your Father which is in heaven is
proach
to God in His holiness will
he, with the others went in unto perfect."—Matt. 5:48.
have is to give him a revelation of
James "and all the elders were
I t is very important for two his own unholiness. This is just
present;" they said unto Paul, "thou
reasons, to understand that God has what is necessary, and what God
seest, brother, how many thousands
set the standard of holiness no lower desires. If we are to be made holy,
of Jews there are which believe; and
than H i s own infinitely holy we must first see our need—see how
they are all zealous of the law," etc.
unholy we are. And as the concepcharacter.
"What is it therefore? the multition of God's holiness enlarges, the
1.
That
we
may
see
that
we
can
tude must needs come together, for
sense of man's unholintss will instand
approved
in
the
presence
of
they will hear that thou art come."
crease.
And yet God is saying,
God
only
in
Christ
Jesus,
in
whom
Here we see that the multitude came
"Be ye holy, for I am holy." But
alone
we
have
absolute
holiness
and
together, and that "multitude" we
how can sinful man be holy before
have reason to believe was composed perfection which measure u p to
God? I t is not in the power of man
God's
standard.
of both sexes.
That was the
2. That we may not fall into the to make himself holy. True, God
apostolic way. AVhen the church
error
of supposing that we have ar- says, 'Sanctify yourselves;" but he
was in its infancy every member
rived
at such a state of holiness in also says in the same breath, " I am
took an interest in its welfare, and
the Lord which sanctify you." The
so it should be now. Every mem- our life and walk on earth that there
Holy God makes holy.
Whatis
not
room
for
us
to
be
made
more
ber will show by his presence at the
soever H e touches is holy. His
holy.
different kinds of meetings, the SabNow if we are to be holy even as presence makes holy. When God
bath school, and the Council meetGod is holy, we must know some met Moses at the burning bush, the
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ground was holy ground because Father's will. He said, "Lo, I come in the same way. First Corinthians
God was there. So also at Mount to do thy will, O God. H e taketh was written to the "church of God
Sinai. The presence of God made the away the first, that he may estab- which is at Corinth, to them t h s t
Mount holy. Tbe tabernacle was holy lish the second. By tiie which will are sanctified in Christ Jesus, calh d
because it wasGod's tent. Everything we are sanctified, through the offer- to be saints."—1 Cor. 1:2. Here the
connected with the service of theLord ing of the body of Jesus Christ once statement is plain that the Corinwas holy. The priests, the priests' for all."—Heb. 10:9,10. The body thians were sanctified in Christ, and
garments, the altar, the laver, the of Jesus was offered on the cross; it yet how carnal were many of them.
ark, and all the vessels of the taber- was the will of God that it should be Again, in Colossians 2 : l 0 we read,
nacle service were separated and thus offered; snd by this will, or "And ye are complete in Him;" but
holy unto the Lord.
All these through the offering of the body of farther on in the epistle (3:5) we
things were but lessons in type, Jesus, we are sanctified. This is are exhorted ' to "Mortify therefore
showing God's desire that His peo- what may be called the sanctifica- your members which are upon t h e
ple should be holy; but which could tion of the cross. I t is not here a earth." I t is plain that in the first
only dimly shadow forth the holi- matter of experience, or work of references quoted our perfect standness of God, and His way of making grace in the heart, at all. I t is ing in Christ is set forth, while in
holy. With all the sacrifices and that work which Christ accomplished the latter our life on earth is referceremonial cleansings, there still re- for us before we were born. We red to; and this is to be transformed
mained the sinfulness of the people. shall see, however, later on in our by the renewing of the mind, and
Every recurring sacrifice was but a study, that the power of the cross is conformed to the image of Christ by
fresh remembrance of sin. The a mighty factor in our sanctification the renewing of the inward man day
by day.
high priest, who went into the inexperimentally. On the cross the
ner sanctuary once a year, had to
Can we take in the thought of
Lord Jesus acted for all believers.
offer blood for his own sins as well
God
in reference lo our position in
He was the substitute. Believers
as for the errors of the people: "the
Christ?
Holy in Christ!
Comare in Him; they are one with Him.
Holy Ghost this signifying, that the
plete in Him! Perfect forever! " I n
By
sanctifying
Himself,
H
e
sanctiway into the holiest of all was not
Christ" is God's way of making
made manifest."—Heb. 9:7,8. For fied all who are in Him. "Both he holy. To know that God looks u p the full revelation of how God makes that sanctifieth and they who areon us as holy in Him should be the
holy we must look to Christ. I t is sanctified, are all of one."—Heb. highest incentive for us to be holy
"For by one offering H e
through Him, and in Him, and H e 2:11.
in all manner of living. Some have
hath
perfected
forever them that are
in us.
indeed taken this blessed truth as
sanctified."—Heb. 10:14.
Let us
"The law made nothing perfect, be careful to get the point here, an excuse for looseness of life, asbut the bringing in cf a better hope that it is by one offering, that is, by saying to cover their crooked lives
did; by the which we draw nigh the offering of the body of Jesus with the cloak of Christ's holiness.
unto God
For such an high Christ, that sanctification and per- What a sad misapprehension of t h e
mind of God! As if God saved us
priest became us, who is holy, harm- fection are wrought.
This is an that we might continue in sin!
less, undefiled, separate from sin- important phase of sanctification.
ners, and made higher than the By some it is called positional Should we not rather Fay: "If God
heavens."—Heb. 7:19,26. "Christ sanctification, because it is ours by says I am holy in Christ, then let
is not entered into the holy places virtue of our position in Christ. me be holy iu my .life and walk ?"
Does any one find it difficult to
^
made with hands, which are theOur subsequent experiences in the
figures of the true; but into heaven life of holiness can in no wise effect understand how we can be holy in
itself, now to appear in the presence this, or make it more perfect. I t is Christ, and yet called upon to b e
sanctified? perfect, and yet admonishof God for us."—Heb. 9:24. And
a completed work. As a believer I
ed to go on to perfection ? Well, if we
He has not only entered Himself,
am in Christ, and in Him I am
cannot fully understand it, we can
but has made a "new and living
sanctified and perfected forever.
believe God; for it is His way of
way" by which we also may "enter
putting the truth, and not a theory
into the holiest by the blood of J e HOLY IN CHRIST.
of human invention. The Spirit
sus."—Heb. 10:19,20. He has also
This brings us to the wonderful can make it all plain, if we will not
made provision for our sanctificaand paradoxical truth, that in Christ resist Him, b u t wait upon God.
tion.
the believer is holy, and yet in him- What God says I am in Christ, that
SANCTIFICATION AND THE GEOSS.
self but a frail, imperfect, earthen am I to be in deed and in truth; and
1
The Lord Jesus came into the vessel. The Lord speaks of H i s if I do not find in my heart a lo e
world to do the will of the Father. children as holy ones. That is the for holiness, and a desire to be holy,
The sacrifices and offerings of the meaning of the word saints. The I may well question whether I am
law did not satisfy God, but He pre- epistle to the Colossians was written in Him at all. "He that saith that
pared a body for His Son, that the "to the saints" (or holy ones) he abideth in Him, ought himself
perfect sacrifice might be made. "and faithful brethren in Christ also so to walk, even as He walked."
The Son willingly and gladly took which were at Colosse."—Col. 1:2. — 1 Jno. 2:6.
up the work of carrying out t h eOthers of the epistles are addressed
J. a. CASSEL.
• Los Angeles. Cal.
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ful, but we have the mind of Christ, years ago, and but little of what they
and value souls according to His are realizing at the present. Paul
Beloved in Christ:
says: "This one thing I do, forgetestimate.
OUR precious letter of the 4tb
God impoverished Himself to en- ting those things which are behind,
inst. came a few dajs ago. I t rich us.—2 Cor. 8:9. This is the and reaching forth unto those things
reads like a pean of victory after a crowning glory of Emmanuel. " H e which are before, I press toward the
long and terrible battle. You had a made Himself of no reputation, and mark for the prize of the high callprotracted and painful conflict with took upon Him the form of a ser- ing of God in Christ Jesus. Let us
mammon and appetite. But through vant." "He humbled Himself," low- therefore, as many as be perfect, be
the captain of our salvation you er and lower, till He hung bleeding thus minded".—Phil. 3:13-15.
11
gained a glorious conquest. Anoth- and dying on the cross. This mind
He must increase, but I must deer verification of Phil. 4:13. Who- is in the Christian, and makes him crease".—Jno. 3:30.
The old man
ever leans on "the everlasting arms the standing wonder of the world, of sin may be indeed reckoned dead;
will always experience the truth of Phil. 2:5 8, Acts 5:41, Phil. 1:29, but he is of such a character that his
Rom. 8:37.. Defeat is impossible to 1 Pet. 4:12, 13, 14. Having this members must be kept by the power
one whose "life is hid with Christ experience, and this hope, the world of God through faith in a condition
in God,"—Col. 3:3.
with all its pleasures and allurements of mortification (death) or he will
If we would be more familiar with is only like the small dust in t h ecome to life again. This mortificathe secret of Gal. 2:20 and 6:14, balance" when weighed against the tion is brought about by a life of
"the gates of hell could not prevail destiny of immortality.
humiliation in the daily taking up of
Christendom is not half awake to our cross, which means daily cruciagainst us." We must know t h e
of Phil. 3:8 if we would its mission and responsibility. We fixion, daily death. Therefore, we
know more of the power and joy of need the claims of the crown pre- bear about in our bodies "the dying
Acts 4:33. God wants us to besented with Pentecostal freshness and of the Lord Jesus, that the life also
"mighty in Him to the pulling down power. I t may cost money and life; of Jesus may be made manifest in
of strongholds."—2 Cor. 10:4. What but the issue will abundantly justify our body". As the self-life decreaswe undertake in our own strength the expenditure.
es (proves itself to be dead) by this
and wisdom will fail. To the beprocess, the Christ-life increases by
C. H. BALSBAUGH,
liever "Christ is the power of God Union Deposit, Pa., Dec. 13, 1897.
the act of renewing of the inward
and wisdom of God."—1 Cor. 1:24.
man day by day. A neglect on our
The enduement of Christ becomes For t h e EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
part in either operation, means a
the enduement of His servant.—
failure of progression in divine life;
DAILY EXPERIENCE.
Math. 28:18, Luke 10:19 and Col.
while the fulfilling of these princiNUMBER ONE—GBOWTH.
2:9, 10.
These constitute the elect
ples brings about a life of fruitful
"If any man will come after me let him holiness.
of God, and are the media through
w hich He carries on His redeeming deny himself, and take up his cross daily and
Again, Christ says, "Every branch
follow me."—Luke 9:23.
work in the world.
in me that beareth fruit, he (the
'•I die daily."—1 Cor. 15:3.
Were it not for the inspiration of
"The inward man is renewed day by day." Father) pargeth it, that it may bring
the cross, your friend would never —2 Cor. 4:16.
forth more fruit,"—Jno. 15:2. W e
H E work of salvation is that of a may be productive (manifest the
have thought of the perishing in
South Africa. If the only begotten
moment, while growth in grace is life of Christ), but it is the will of
Son of God so loved the world as to that of a life-time after we have been the Father that we be more prolific,
shed His blood to ransom every soul, saved and sanctified. The highway and therefore he purgeth us.
why should we be indifferent? Those of holiness is one of progression,and
Paul, in his teaching to the Hewho are justified by the blood of not one of cessation, or retrogression. brew Brethren—who were still babes
Jesns, and sanctified by the "Holy I t is one in which we strive for per- in the faith when they should have
Spirit, are ready to lay body and fection, not as though we "had al- been teachers, because they clung to
soul and property on the altar of ready attained either were already their first experiences of "repentance
sacrifice for the rescue of the lost. perfect: but I follow after, if that I from dead works, and of faith toWhen the love of God burns in the may apprehend that for which I also ward God, of the doctrines of bapsoul, we adopt the words of Paul in am apprehended of Christ Jesus". tisms, and of laying on of hands, and
Acts 21:13, as our native tongue. —Phil. 3:12.
of resurection of the dead, and of
The whole secret of life and peace
But the sad condition of many of eternal judgment," which were all
and activity rests in our personal God's children is, they think (or at right and good enough in their
knowledge and appropriation of least act so) they received all they place—concerning growth in grace,
Jesus Chr st. This is possible only could receive in their experiences of would say to us, ^Leaving t h e
by faith through the operation of justification and sanctification, and principles of the doctrine of Christ,
the Holy Ghost. To those who lack that their is no necessity of their let us go on to perfection."—Heb.
this illumination and impulse, our attaining unto a greater perfection 6:1.
zeal and sacrifice for the salvation of They testify to what God did for
Peter also on t h e same line of
the world seems visionary and waste- them five or ten, or perhaps fifty teaching, in his doctrine of addition,
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would say to those who have been
made ''partakers of the divine nature
Giving all diligence, add to
your faith virtue; and 1o virtue
knowledge; and to knowledge temperance; and to temperance patience;
and to patience godliness; and to
godliness brotherly kindness; and to
brotherly kindness charity. F o r if
these things be in you and abound
they make you thatyeshall neither be
barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ."—
2 Peter 1:5 8. We may manifest
these things to a certain degree in
our lives; but it is the will of God
that we abound more and more.
"For an entrance shall be ministered
unto you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord Jesus
Christ."—2 Peter 5:11.
D. W. ZOOK.
Calcutta, India.
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F o r the EVANGELICAL VISIIOB.

SOUL-BEST.
"Blessed are they that do hunger and thirst
after righteousness; for they shall be filled."

L

E T each of us ask ourselves the
question, What are we hungering for? I s it an experience? or
some great demonstration ? Or is it
Jesus? As we go from place to
place we find many differenc kinds
of people, and their spiritual appetites almost as various. Some are
hungering for experiences and of
course when the pure word is given
their appetite is not satisfied. P u t
praise the Lord! there are always a
few hungering after the pure word.
I thank the dear Lord for weaning me from seeking after auything
but Himself, f can indeed sing,
"More about Jesus would I know:
More of His love to others show.
More of His saving fulness see,
More of His love who died for me."

One of my chief delights is to sit
under the droppings of his holy
sanctuary. O how our souls enjoy
feasting on the manna as it comes
down pure from the throne. My
prayer is that I may yet hunger
more and more. Amen!
Of late I have been much impressed with this rest which God
has for H i s people. — Heb. 4 : 1 .
"There remaineth therefore a rest
for the people of God."—Heb. 4:9.
As we pass through life we find

many seeking rest and indeed find it I was in great agony of soul, the
not; because they do not seek in the Savior appeared with out-stretched
right way. Many expect to find arms and I could hear Him say, "I
rest when they die; but praise the am your burden-bearer." I banded
Lord! we can here already attain to it over to Him, arose immediately
a rest—yes, a real soul-rest. We from my knees, praising H i m for
obtain the first rest when we heed the lesson H e had taught me. The
the invitation given in Matt. 11:28, Psalmist says, "Cast thy burdens on
where Jesus says, "Come unto me the Lord and H e will sustain thee."
all ye that labor and are heavy laden So now when I become burdened I
and I will give you rest." Pest cast them on Jesus.
from guilt of sin; rest from accus- Then againl havelearned that when
ing conscience; and from the dread I go to Jesus with my burdens,
of the wrath of God. Many of us, I must leave them there. A certain
years ago, have realized what this one said when she goes to Jesus
rest is, when we came to Jesus and with her troubles she rises from h e r
heard the words, "Thy sins be for- knees and takes them with her again.
given thee."
"Therefore being I can not call this trusting or restjustified by faith, we have peace ing in Him. When we trust Him
with God through our Lord Jesus we believe that H e really cares for
Christ." There was no fear of death us. "Casting all your care upon
within us. But still we could not Him, for H e careth for you."—1
face disaster, pain, trial, and be-Peter 5:7. O, how blessed to rest
reavement without disquiet. There in the Lord, knowing that if we
are many precious souls who obtain abide in Him and His word abide
the first rest; but they never obtain in us, we shall ask what we will;
the second rest spoken of in the and it shall be done unto us.
We have spoken of one step to,
next verse. To attain to this rest
Christ says, "Take my yoke upon obtain this rest, viz. taking the yoke.
you and learn of me, for I am meek Another we find in Heb. 4:10: "For;
and lowly in heart: and ye shall he that is entered into his rest hej
find rest for your souls." Now at also hath ceased from his works asj
first thought we would think by put- God did from His." As long as wei
ting a yoke on we would not receive try to do it ourselves, God cannot
much rest. But beloved, we are to work, but when we learn to be still
be yoked to Christ. H e bears the and know that H e is God and sub-i
yoke and all we need to do is walk mit ourselves wholly to God just as
the clay in the hands of the potter,'
with Him.
we will very soon enter this blessed
Christ's yoke was to do H i s rest.
We find many who try to]
Father's will. " I delight to do thy work themselves into this rest; b u t
will 0 God," and those of us who Rom. 4:5 says, " P u t to him that"
have our delight in doing H i s will, worketh not but believeth in Him
the yoke has indeed become easy that justifieth the ungodly, his faith
and the burden light. Plessed place is counted for righteousness." Oh
indeed to be yoked to Jesus. I let us-ask the Lord to help us g e t
found that only after I became holy quietness. "And the work of
yoked to him could I learn of Him; righteousness shall be peace; and
and indeed many are the lessons he the effect of righteousness, qietness
has taught me since. I shall tell and assurance forever."—Isa. 32:17.
just a couple of the grand lessons he "Take heed and be quiet."—Isa.
taught me concerning burden bear- 7:4. "Their strength is to sit still."
— 33:7. " F o r thus eaith t h e
ing.
First, when Jesus was crowned Lord God the Holy One of Israel;
King in my heart, H e gave me great In returning and rest shall y e be
zeal for His cause, and I became very saved; in quietness and confidence
much burdened.
P u t instead of shall be your strength."—Verse 15.
casting them on him I tried to bear
LIZZIE ZOOK.
them myself. One time I became
"As a maker of enemies out of forvery much burdened about a certain
thing. Indeed I almost thought it mer friends, the average church fair
would take my life. P u t just when is the best method yet discovered."
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for with such sacrifices God is well any share in the charitable contripleased.
And as a proof of his be butions of their brethren abroad.
ing well pleased, he will accept your
They do this by printed, stamped
F E L T impressed to write a short offerings, bless your soul and give placards—they are bound to stamp
article for. the VISITOR. I am you the evidence within that he is them—which are read at public
glad to hear of others on their jour- well pleased with what you have services and stuck at the doors of
ney through life. I t encourages me done.—Luke 6:38.
the Synagogues and on the walls of
again to fight the battle more faithNothing exalts the human charac- the Jewish quarter and colonies.
fully. What a blessed promise we ter more than acts of disinterested
This year, however, the intolerhave—"an anchor that keeps the benevolence.
Our blessed Jesus ant zeal of these blind guides, who
soul steadfast and sure, while the "went about doing good."
None are under a curse for upholding and
billows roll;" and our anchor has ever applied to him for aid but were spreading the traditions of men—
taken fast hold in the rock, Christ, sent away rejoicing. The Saviour see Isa. 29:13, 14,—have outdone
and therefore must be steadfast. L e t persevered in doing good. H e was themselves, for they have during
the winds roar, and the howling never weary of it.
last month put forth three interdicts
tempest drive through your masts
I t is our duty as Christians to in rapid succession, stronger in
and rigging. You will out-ride the copy after him,—Math. 11:29, as far language and more virulent than
storm, fear not! Hope is our as we have opportunity, seeking heretofore.
Is it that they feel
anchor; Christ our anchor-hold; the sons and daughters of affliction, more alarmed than ever before at
Jesus is our pilot; our vessel and and when we find them in their the progress and growing influence
cargo are fully insured and our sail- abodes of wretchedness, pity them, of Gospel truth among the Jews • in
ing master has been engaged to con and by acts of kindness show that this city and land? I t seems very
duct us safely iuto port. Praise his we possess the mind of Christ,— much like it.
holy name!
Phil. 2:5, feeding the hungry, clothTo translate them textually would
"To do good and communicate,for- ing the naked, comforting the be tedious work, for they cover
get not; for with such sacrifices God mourners, and instructing the ignor- nearly two folio pages, of which one
is well pleased."—Heb. 13:16. No ant — this is the mission Christ is in small type, and are full of
man is what he says, but what he would teach us. How pleasant if we abbreviations, not easily turned into
English, besides antiquated Aramaic
does. Some have charity always in learn to trust in him.
their mouth, but never in their
H e has been blessing us wonder- and Chaldaic expressions. Let it
hearts. Such are great talkers, but fully in our Mission
God shall suffice if I give a summary of each,
little doers.—Prov. 14:23. To do have all the glory; and those who translating literally the essential
good is our indispensible duty. God have aided us a helping hand, may portions.
will not be put off with good talking the Lord abundantly bless you is my
The first is signed by the Chief
without good doing; for words are prayer.
Rabbi and bears his seal. I t is
but wind and will neither feed the
pricipally against
the Mission
. . .PETEB STOVEE.
hungry nor clothe the naked.— Philadelphia. Pa., 3423 North 2nd st. : •
schools, and is headed, "This is
..James 2:14.16. The Lord is so conthe Decree, or Sentence of the
cerned for the poor that he considers THE JERUSALEM EABBIS ALAEMED. Law"—himself being the interhimself slighted when the poor are
preter and enforcer. I t says: —
neglected.—Dent. 15:7-11.
n I N C E the Lord called me to His
"Oh, my soul. The first in Zion
There are those who are ready to lO Holy Hill of Zion in Aug. 1890 — (this is his title, ftnd his only of
do good when it costs them nothing; to make known the Gospel of H i s all Rabbis)—behold, I decree, or
and lest you should :be tempted to grace among my brethren, the Jews, order, with the power of our holy
imitate their example, it is added the Rabbis have occasionally issued Law that no son of Israel shall take
"and to communicate forget not." interdicts against all Jews—men or his sons or daughters to the filthy
According to the utmost of our abil- women, boys or girls—who go near school-houses belonging, to the
ity, we must communicate to the the Missionaries to hear their preach- tempters—(enticers to evil)—and
necessities of others—(2 Cor. 9:6. 7,) ing, attend their schools and classes, particularly to their school outside
and not think of putting them off receive books or tracts from them, the town, for he thereby puts clean
with our prayers and good wishes; for or who frequent their hospital or souls in a pitfall; and whoever transeither a prayer or a wish that is not other benevolent, philanthropic in- gresses against this order by taking
sons of Israel into those schools or
worth a cent will be of little service stitutions.
to a poor-sufferer—Eccl. 11:1-2. If
They have done so usually on the that accepts from them the gifts of
God has given to you but little, he eve of the feast of Passover, when their charity, behold, he is anathedoes not expect you to give much; large sums, sent to the care of the matized with the curse by which
but he does.expect you to do all you Rabbis by the Jewish communities Joshua, the son of Nun, annihilated
can for those who ire poorer than in other lands, have to be dis- Jericho; and behold, he is separated
yourself.—Prov. 11:24. Do all you tributed, for then they have it in and banished from the congregation
can and then depend not upon your their power t o deprive all who dis- of Israel, and he shall rotten in his
,good ! deeds, but upon Christ alone; regard, their . intolerant edicts from evil, and to Israel will befall no
For
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harm, etc. This is done with the ish colony near this Mission house) This refers to dear Ephraim Navon,
sanction of all the Rabbis and chiefs to learn writing and language; to a convert of this Mission, now studyof the city of Jerusalem. H e wholisten to sermons of controversy; ing for the Master's service at Springlistens to us shall dwell in quiet; and to go and profane the Sabbath; field (Mass. U. S. A.) School for
but whosoever does not may tremble and to read the books of heretics, Christian Workers—"and it is not
at evil consequences. Amen."
and do all that God hates; and to do impossible that even others will do
The second is headed "Give Glory these their abominations in dark- as he has done." One leading artito God," and is in three languages ness; and they thus lower Israel's cle is headed "What shall we do
—Hebrew, Judeo-Spanish and Jar- glory to the very dust. And inas- against the Mission?" I t fills a
gon. I t is specially against the much as there are amongst them even whole column with the answer.
hospital of the Episcopal Mission those of noble families of the
I t is simply my brother Paul's exand its medical work, and is full of Sephardim (Spanish) and of the perience; "A great door and effectadulative, persuasive and tender ex- Ashkenazim (Russian etc.); and as ual, is opened unto me, and there
pressions of entreaty to the Jews out of jealousy for the honor of their are'many adversaries."—1 Cor. 17:9.
and of insulting terms to Mission families and fathers, we are soon go- A. BENOLIEL, OE THE J. C. U. MISSION.
donors, the tempters etc., filling a ing to publish theirnamesbefore the Jerusalem, Palestine.
congregation, we thought within
folio page in small type.
ourselves, Do not punish before For t h e EVANGELICALVISITOB.
The third, printed in boldish type, warning. And therefore weadmonish
EXPEEIE1TOEis headed "Thou shalt put the evil every man who bears the name of
away from among you." Like the Israelite to return and repent of his
EAR readers of the VISITOR:
first, it is in Hebrew; and is signed, evil way—return and be healed; and
There is sunshine in my soul
"In the name of our Masters, our we also exhort all who have it in
this
New
Year morning and I will
Lords, and with the sanction of all their power, to forbid their sons and
try
to
discharge
my duty which I
the Rabbis and Chiefs and" the daughters, their relatives and friends,
Courts of Justice—the Tribunals— or if they keep silent and shut their owe to my God. Now if I were t o
of the congregation of Israel in eyes to this, then, be they sure that look to myself, I would shrink from
duty: but I look to God, believing
Jerusalem, the holy city."
if this profanation of the Name con- that H e will direct my pen. H e
This is directed against
this tinues, we shall not respect the
has promised that whosoever cornel h
Christian Union Mission, and I am reputation of any man or family,
distinctly named in it—an unusual but we will publish the name of to him he will in no wise cast out.
hoDor, which I am told exposes them these sinners publicly, and expose His word is true and I realize it to
to the last of the laws which guaran- them to shame and disgrace before be so.
While I was reading in the V I S I tee religious liberty in Turkey.
heaven, that they may be expelled
TOR
I was greatly encouraged and I
I t runs as follows: —
and banished for evil from before
"In the past week warnings were God's congregation.
Pleasantness was again reminded of what I should
stuck in all the Synagogues and to those who obey, and peace over do. When that great change came
over me, or in other words when I
schools with the heading, "This is Israel."
had that special experience in 1896,
the Decree of the Law,' signed by
The reader will notice how this almost two years ago, I wanted to be
the Chief Rabbi 'the first in Zion,'
and with the approval of all the Mission in particular is made the in His hands as an obedient child
Rabbis and chiefs of the holy city target of attack by the Jerusalem and a willing instrument, because i t
interdicting and forbidding with the Rabbis. I t proves that they dread was told me that He will use me as
such; hence I must be resigned t o
sentence of anathema all who send it more than any other.
their children to the schools of the
We can but pray for them that his calling, then the blessing will
tempters, and who accept their gifts the veil may be mercifully taken off follow.
and offerings, to be separated and their eyes, and God's grace lead
The beginning was when we had
banished from God's congregation; them to behold in Jesus of Nazareth, a great revival here in our church
and may all the curses written in as our fathers did, David's Son and as is known to many of you. I t
the Law fall upon them."
Lord, the Savior and Intercessor lasted over six weeks and I was
"And, alas, to our shame and dis- they so greatly need, Kiss the Son, greatly concerned about it so that
grace, and to the sorrow of the heart and be blessed in Him—Ps. 2:12. the meeting might not be in vain
ai.d soul of every Israelite; it is well
Nor is this all. The local Hebrew and that the people might become
known unto us that verily, for our weekly newspaper has had leaders, better. I was greatly concerned
many sins, it is greatly extending paragraphs and letters on these Rab- about other people; yet at the same
that many men do accept their offer- binic warnings and interdicts in time I was searching for a clean
ings and gifts openly and secretly, successive numbers. It, too, refers em- heart. Praise God, I found it!
and many young men, gone astray, phatically to this Mission, and says,
Now while this meeting was going
do frequent the houses of the Mis- "And young men, even of respecta- on here at Rosebank, I saw a light,
sionaries generally, and go to the ble families, go to the houses of the but did not know what it was or
house of the pervert Ben-Oliel, near tempters. One of these young men what it meant. But I said, Lord,
the hundred gates; (name of a Jew- has already been sent to America." here I am; I know that you know all
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couraged but look unto Jesus. Oh tribute, willing to communicate; laythat night was so blessed to me—I ing up in store for themselves a good
was permitted to drink and drink foundation against the time to come."
continually—so
wonderful
that Wesley was well aware of the detongue cannot tell!
Sweeter than ceiving and soul-deadening power of
honey or the honey-comb, I want the uuused wealth of the church.
all the Lord has for me—the length, He says, "After having served you
the depth, the height, and the between sixty and seventy years,
breadth—and yet hunger after more. with dim eyes and shaking hands,
I want of that Tree of Life (Rev. let me add a word more. I am
22:2) and if I could I would give to pained for yyu who are rich in this
all. But it is not for me to give; world. Do you give 'all you can ?'
who-soever will may come. Praise 'Nay; may 1 not do what I will with
His name for ever and ever! I t is so
?' von renlv.
Here lies
blessed that the Lord is no respecter my own ~£ you reply, your own.
mistake. It is not
of persons. This one thing I do— your
I t cannot be unless you are Lord of
"Throw out the Juife-line." Dear heaven and earth. Who gave you
readers, take warning. I love your this addition to your fortune? Do
souls. Each one has to do for them- you know that God entrusted you
I realize that the word of God is selves. Search and knock and it
true iu Heb. 4:12—"For the word shall be opened unto you. Ask the with that money for His work? 'But
of God is quick and powerful Lord about your case. If you seek I must provide for my children.'
and sharper than any two-edged with a whole heart you shall find Certainly. But how ? By making
them rich? Then you will probably
sword, piercing
even to
the Him. Amen.
ruin them. 'What shall I do then?'
dividing asunder of soul and spirit
Now
some
may
think
that
I
never
Lord speak to their hearts, else I
and of the joints and marrow, and
is a discerner of the thoughts aiid had an experience before. But I am speak in vain. Leave them enough
intents of the heart. Praise God so happy because the Lord had to live on. Not in idleness, but in
for the change which took place found a way to my heart in my honest industry. And if you have
youth, being only in my fifteenth no children, upon what principle can
with me!
year. I can say that he had spoken you leave money behind more than
The next day the power of God
peace to my soul and that old things enough to bury you ?" Paul said to
was upon me. I felt it from the
had passed away and all things were "Support the weak, and to rememcrown of my head to the sole of my
made new. Oh I would say to ber the words of the Lord Jesus,
feet and I realized it to be the bapyoung and old, let us work on and how H e said, I t is more blessed to
tism of the Holy Ghost and Fire.
strive earnestly, because we are not give than to receive."—Sel.
But tongue can never express what
to be crowned unless we strive lawa wonderful Savior we have. No
fully. Even though people say we
wonder the Psalmist was so full of
PEELING AND FAITH.
are besides ourselves (they said this
praises to God. Yet I realize that
of Paul) and must be sent to the
the enemy is on the look-out; but
HEE.E are two classes of Chrisasvlumn.
Well bless the Lord!
we have power to resist. Praises to
tians—those wto live chiefly by
He is every-where. Bless His name
my God!
emotions,
and those who live chiefly
for ever and ever.
by faith. The first class, those who
I am dead unto sin.—Eom. 6:11.
BARBARA MILLINGER.
live chiefly by emotion, remind one
Oh I am so glad that the Lord has
Hope, Kan8.
his protecting eye over me. Not a
of the ships that move by the outhair shall fall from our heads withward impulse of winds operating upWESLEY'S WORDS.
out his notice; and none is able to
on sails. They are often in a dead
pluck them out of my Father's hand.
I C H E S hoarded and locked calm, often out of their course, and
—J no. 6:29.
away are perilous to the soul. sometimes driven back. And it is
I am nothing; but the Lord is all In spite of all the plausible excuses only when the winds are fair and
in all. Praise His name! I realize we may plead, the possession of powerful that they move onward
that the Lord is purifying me day property that is not cc mmissioned to with rapidity. The other class—
by day.
Bless His name! He Christian usefulness is paralizing to those who live chiefly by faith—regives me courage to go step by step. the religious affections and hardens mind one of the magnificent steamers
His promise is sure that if we the heart—"They that will be rich fall which cross the Atlantic, which are
hunger and thirst after righteous- into temptation and a snare, and into moved by an interior and permanent
ness we shall be filled. On last many foolish and hurtful lusts, principle, and which, setting at deChristmas I realized that his word which drown men in destruction and fiance all ordinary obstacles, advance
always comes true. From my heart perdition."—1 Tim. 6:9. Paul told steadily and swiftly to their destiI can sing that poem, "Blessed as- Timothy to admonish them that are nation, through' cilm and storm,
surance, Jesus is mine, etc."
rich: "That they do good, that they through cloud and sunshine.—ProO dear readers, do not be dis- be rich in good works, ready to dis- fessor U'pham.

things, and if there is anything between yourself and me why just reveal it to me, because I want to be
right. I then felt just as a child on
father's lap.
After this meeting closed, a meetiug was started farther south and
my husband and I attended it. We
did not return home for the night
but were entertained by a brother
and sister. After talking awhile, we
retired.
Between one and two
o'clock we both awoke and something overtook me that I could l'e
down no longer but had to sit up.
I t seemed impossible for me to keep
quiet. I had to praise and glorify
my Savior.
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H E following clipping is worth
a careful reading. We accept
it, not in the spirit of Higher Criticism ; rather is it suggestive of a
truth, an uncontrovertible truth,
which lies too deeply buried beneath the debris of emotion, fluctuating enthusiasm, and shallow thinking of our times: —

STAEVING THE PEEAOHEES,

A

OHEIST INSTITUTES THE MILLENNIUM.

STORY is told of an old deacon
O millennium before the second
who said to a newly settled
coming of Christ. The millenpastor: "If the Lord will keep you
nium
is not of man's device, but achumble, we will keep you poorV
cording to the prophetic Word, beThere are many churches which fore the millennium the fullness of
practicallg, if not avowedly, adopt
the Gentiles, Rom. 11:25; Acts
the old deacon's policy. They keep
15:14; the fullness of Israel, Rom.
their ministers poor; and often
11:26,-29; 11:12; Acts 15:15,-16;
squander upon their own follies,
There are two attitudes in which luxuries, and vices the money which the conversion of the world, Acts
(The conversion of the
the holy Scriptures of the Old and should go to pay the Gospel laborer 15:17.
world
takes
place during the millenNew Testaments are too often ap- the hire of which he is worthy
nium
and
not
before its introducproached. ( 1 ) That of the pious (Luke 10:7), and furnish him a
t
i
o
n
.
—
E
D
.
)
enthusiast who professes the text's comfortable support instead of leavThe nature and character of the
verbal inspiration '"just as it stands," ing him to make the sacrifices while
millennium is such, that it can not
and who believes in its literal in- they enjoy the benefit.
terpretation as best he can; ( 2 )
"Rev. Dr. William Adams, of New come until Christ comes. The earth
that of the iconoclast who seeks York, always had, probably, what is rebellious; and must first be subonly to point out inconsistencies. would be considered a fair salary. dued. The Lord's prayer is: ''Thy
The peculiar
Need we to remark that only the Nevertheless he said in his farwell kingdom come."
mistaken pretensions of the one sermon: 'Personally, I have paid characteristic of the kingdom of God
justify the caustic sarcasm of the more for the privilege of preaching to come is in that the Son of mau is
other? One who reads the Bible, the Gospel these forty years, than to reign over it, Heb. 2:5,-9; Phil.
not with an open mind, but with a any man in the city has paid for the 2:10,-11, and that He is waiting in
glory for a body of glorified men to
complete submission of judgment, privilege of hearing it.' "
even though devoutly, is apt to dis"The Detroit Post says that a cir- reign with him, Heb. 2:5; 1:6; 2:10tort its meaning and render himself cus clown in Virginia tqok occasion, 1 1 ; 3:14; Rev. 3 : 2 1 ; Col. 3:4.
This kingdou of God in its heavenas unfit to comprehend its true one day, at the close of the performimport as is admittedly the case ance, to speak plain and very search- ly form belongs to glorified saints;
with one who prejudges the whole ing words, which deserve the sober in its earthly form aud manifestation
matter by searching, in a spirit of attention of many more than those to restored and regenerate Israel, 2
carping criticism, for real or - imag- who heard them. I n his painted Tim. 4:8; 1 Cor. 15:50; Acts 1:7;
inary incongruities upon which to face and mottled garments he said: Isa. 1:26; Acts 3:19, 21. Every hufeed his perverted nature. There is, 'We have taken in six hundred dol- man and earthly, every divine and
however, another attitude which we lars here today, more than most heavenly name of the kingdom shall
can take toward the Bible—that of miuisters of the Gospel receive for a be made visible in historic realizaa reader impartial in investigation whole year's service. A large por- tion. Kingdom of God, heaven,
and eager to learn.
" H e who tion of this money was given by Christ, Son of God, Son of Man,
studies the Bible not as a partisan, church-members, and a large portion Abraham, Rom. 4:13, Israel, David,
but as a scholar, in the same spirit of this audience is made up of mem- Jerusalem, Zion.
All is in waiting. The Father is
as the historian studies Greek and bers of the church. And yet, when
Roman literature, finds the Biblical your preacher asks you to aid him waiting in the mystery of His will to
books invaluable, for they are the in supporting the Gospel, you are manifest His Son in the glory of His
precious documents of the religious too poor to give anything. But you kingdom; the Son is waiting for His
evolution of mankind."
Students come here and pay dollars to hear fellow-heirs; the Spirit is waiting to
with this exalted actuating purpose me talk nonsense. I am a fool be- complete the number and consumare (or have been) often charged cause 1 am paid for i t ; I make my mate the redemption of the Sons of
with skepticism; but they can afford living by it. You profess to be God; the creation is waiting with
to bide their time in patience. This wise, and yet you support me in my eager expectation for their manifestais only a phase of the new evolution, folly. But perhaps you say you did tion in glory ; Israel is waiting durand will eventually work its ownnot come to see the circus, but the ing this church period for the fullness
animals. If you came simply to see of the Gentiles; the Gentiles as nt»cure. "The final result will be the
the animals, why did you not tions are ignorantly waiting for the
recognition of a new and higher
simply look at them and leave? restoration of Israel to the place of
orthodoxy—the orthodoxy of provNow, is this not a pretty place imperial power and blessing; all
able truth, which discards t h e befor Christians to be i n ? D o you
lief of the letter, but preserves the not feel ashamed of yourselves? things in heaven and earth, and
spirit, and stands in every respect You ought to blush with shame in under the earth, saints with Christ T
saints on earth, angels fallen, kept
as high above the old orthodoxy as such a place as this."—Sel.
in chains of darkness, evil spirits in
astronomy ranks above astrology."
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they come in contact, these men not be removed, where "he that
having food and raiment, are con- overcometh shall inherit all things.
tent therewith; and make it their —Heb. 12:28; Rev. 21:7.
The
business to rescue the perishing, to Christum.
win the wayward, to seek and save
TdE AGE.
the lost; and though poor themselves, labor that they may make
E A R E nearing its close.
many rich.
Other ages ended—the anteAnd is this not a higher work diluvian, the patriarchal, the Jewish,
than the gaining of this world's the prophetical, and they all came
wealth? I s it not better to winto a fiuish and all were failures acCHOOSING POVEETY.
souls to God, to lift u p the bowed cording to human wisdom. God's
ANY persons are poor from down and save the lost, than it is to word aud promises never fail. The
necessity; they lack the op-gather together riches that shall gospel age followed. Jesus the
portunity to gain wealth; they lack perish with the using, treasures Christ was its beginning, its exthe ability to acquire this world's that shall pass away like the dreams emplar; it accomplished, but failed.
goods; they are unable to retain of night? Is it not better to lay up The Savior did all that a triumphant,
that which they accumulate. Others treasures in heaven where no thief risen and exalted Redeemer need to
are poor from choice; they have approachetb, where no moth nor do. H e finished His work. The
willingly and deliberately put away rust corrupteth, but where there are Holy Ghost age supplements or conopportunities which might have riches in righteousness, and treas- tinues the gospel age and is now in
progress. H i s work is to get this reafforded them wealth; they have ures which shall never fail?
I t is well for those who are to volted empire back to where it rightturned from the pursuits which
promise gain, and have devoted plan their courses, to calmly look at fully belongs, aud to prepare it for
themselves to occupations where the facts in the case, and consider the return of its owner, and King.
they had no prospect whatever of what the world can supply, and the His work is now in progress. H i s
obtaining worldly riches.
Thus price they are willing to pay for it, work is soon to end. H i s is a work
Moses esteemed "the reproach of and then make their choice between of selection and separation. The
Christ greater riches than the this world and that which is to elect are being fitted and gathered,
treasures in Egypt."—Heb. 11:26. come; between the life that now is, a comparatively "little flock," a
Thus the Son of God was himself and life that shall never end; be-body, a bride for the coming Lord
rich but for our sakes he became tween a few brief years of toil and Jesus. This age is wonderful, far
poor, that we through H i s poverty trouble, and vanity and vexation of above and beyond all preceding
might be made rich.—2 Cor. 8:9.spirit, and the eternal ages of ages. It is the time of "greater
So there are many who are shrewd, brightness and gladness in the king- things," the age of dynamite, a
period of power. Received power
industrious, temperate, honest and dom of God.
after the Holy Ghost has come upfrugal, and who apparently possess
The man who chooses wealth may
on us. We are now in this glorious
the faculties and qualities which never obtain it; the man who deage, and at its close Jesus is coming
ensuie worldly prosperity, who have termines to be rich may die a begagain to usher in the millennial age
deliberately put away the opportu- gar; but the man who makes up his
of full redemption. His parousia is
nities of attaining wealth, and have mind to secure the eternal wealth imminent. The gospel and Holy
consented to be poor that they might which God bestows need never be Ghost age will soon be as are the
bless and benefit those around them. disappointed. H e seeks treasure of other ages, among the things of the
When they look upon the face of a which no man. can deprive him. H e past. Now the business is to upfellow man they are not planning lays up wealth where no man canbuild the highway and to gather out
H e seeks that which
how much they can get out of him,plunder.
the stones, to make preparation, to
worldlings
do
not desire to possess,
but rather how much they can do
secure and select and separate. (Not
for him. They are not seeking to and of which they could not robwe, but He—not ours, but His.)
use men to their own advantage, but if they would. Diamonds, gold and Under Him we become overcomers,
are going about doing and seeking gems might all be lost through in Him we are abiders; through him
to bless and elevate mankind. Hence flood or flame, or through robbery we are accomplishers. The blood
they deliberately make choice of or rapine, but the treasures which cleanses, and H e occupies us and
poverty; they choose "rather to God bestows are enduring, and areperfects us in character, and makes
suffer affliction with the people of safe forever in the eternal home.
us fit for His indwelling and using.
And where our treasure is there He, as the executive of the godhead,
God, than to enjoy the pleasures of
sin for a season." — Heb. 11:25. will our heart be also; and as dayhas us as children of God in H i s
While others go forth to buy andby day diminishes our earthly wealth care and charge to get us ready for
sell and get gain, and, so far as it is and increases our heavenly gains, the nuptials of the King. He assures
possible, make every man they meet our hearts and hopes go forward to us that Jesus will soon be here, and
tributary to them, and make some- the eternal heritage of the re- H e instructs us in things to come.
thing out of every one with whom deemed—the "kingdom which can-

terror of judgement, buried nations
forgotten and unknown, all are waiting; and the prayer, "Thy Kingdom
come," is for its fulfillment waiting
because of that other preceding
prayer awaiting its fulfillment in
answer to the promise, "Surely I
come quickly.
Amen. Even so.
come, Lord Jesus!"—Faithful Witness.
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mand and laugh in derision when courage to speak out as did Nathan
and say, "Thou art the man." no
warned.
No doubt some will think or say, doubt he, like David, would have re"This is strong language." It is pented of his sin.
I have asked God to lead me and
the Word of God. There is a false
modesty that likes to be seen, and is make this a message to hearts that
making itself felt by getting in some will grow and bear precious fruit
heavy strokes amoDg those who are after these fingers have dropped the
ignorant of what real modesty con- pen, and the prison door of this body
sists. And the very women who of mine has been unlocked, and my
could talk a Saul of Tarsus out of soul has taken its flight to the
countenance in a sewing circle, will realms where the purified dwell.—
blush with false shame if a true Mrs. F. A. Lambert.
minister of God's Word should read
this Scripture in their presence.
THE SECRET OF LIFE.
May God give to His children the
modesty that is born of real chastiNE secret of a sweet and happy
ty, and vulgar words and sensual
Christian life is learning to live
looks will shrink from its presence by the day. I t is the long stretches
as a wild animal shrinks back into that tire us. We think of life as a
the jungle at the approach of day.
whole, running on for us. B u t
Let us remember that real fire really there are no long stretches.
glows and burns, and throws out Life does not come to us all at one
heat day and night, and we feel the time; it comes only a day at a time.
warmth. I t burns up all that is Even to-morrow is never ours till it
perishable, leaving nothing b u t becomes to-day, and we have nothwhat can stand fire. There is the ing whatever to do with it but to
counterfeit—fox fire; this shines pass down to it a fair and good inonly at night, even then it is hidden heritance in to-day's work well done
away from the light of the full and to-day's life well lived.
LAW OF OHASITT.
moon, and prefers darkness rather
It is a blessed secret, this of livthan light. I t is no benefit only it ing by the day. Any one can carry
"With a purpose strong and steady,
is a facination for children for a his burden, however heavy, till
In the great Jehovah's name.
short time.
I t throws out no nightfall.
We rise to snatch our kindred
Any one can do his
warmth, it consumes no dross; it work, however hard, for one day.
From the depths of woe and shame,
And the jubilee of freedom
only shows the real facts of the case, Any one can live sweetly, patiently,
To the slaves of sin proclaim."
that there is rotten wood there, for lovingly and purely till the sun goes
AUL said he kept his body you will never find it in sound wood. down. And this is all that life
under and brought it into sub- I t is like the jack-o-lantern that really means to us—just one little
jection ; but with the vast majority rises over wet, marshy, sickly land, day. "Do to-day's duty; fight toof the human race, they let the body showing that death and disease lurk day's temptation, and do not weaken
rule, or rather the passions domi- there. And so is this false doctrine and distress yourself by looking fornate tne body. "What? know ye of God-ordained ( ? ) lust, it is like ward to things that you cannot see
not that your body is the temple of the fabled will-o-the-wisp, leading and could not understand if you saw
the Holy Ghost which is in you,souls on to ruin and death. O h ! them." God gives us nights to shut
which ye have of God, and ye are why not cast it aside and take the down the curtain of darkness on our
not your own? For ye are bought fire of God's love that burns out little days. We cannot see beyond.
carnality and elevates higher and
with a price: therefore glorify God
Short horizons make life easier, and
higher, until you can rise up in the
in your body, and in your spirit
give us one of the blessed secrets of
blessed light that comes streaming
which are God's"—-1 Cor. 6:19,20.
brave, true, holy, living. The greatdown from the throne of God?
We do not own our own bodies if
est strength lies in the most perfect
we belong to God, and we dare not
A leading physician was one daytrustfulness, for thus strength is
do as we please with them. Many passing the fine residence of one of conserved instead of being wastepeople are willing to consecrate their his patients and he said, "There fully dissipated.—Independent.
time and wealth to God, but keep lives a woman who is slowly dying.
their bodies to themselves to use ac- Her husband loves her, yes, fairly
Law curses; grace redeems. Law
cording to the desire of the flesh worships her, but he is killing h e r kills: grace gives life. Law stones
and mind; b u t if God lives in a himself." "Why, how?" asked a an adulteress; grace says, "Neither
temple H e must own the temple friend.
"With his tobacco and do I condemn thee." I s it not wonHimself. But how many in diso- lust," said the doctor. Poor man, derful what the little word "grace"
bedience to God break this com- if that doctor had had the moral means?—Sel.

H e tells us that when the Lord comes
the whole world' is to be brought
toaknowledge of the truth, and salvation will be for all the globe. We
are awaiting God's time, and occupying till the close of this age. We
see that the masses of the people,
church and world, are in practical
unbelief concerning the speedy
second coming of Christ, and we desire to make'this truth known. We
cain>t do of ourselves even this, for
only the Spirit shining on the
illumined page can lead our minds
into the mind of the Spirit—the
mind of God. This is His office
work, in this Ihe closing hours of
His age, to get His people ready for
the reception. We are to receive
the Holy Ghost and H e is to present us, after reception and preparation, without spot, blemish or
wrinkle, or any such thing. Give
Him a chance, seize the opportunity.
Be in readiness in this age for the
coming of the next, the millennium,
the coming kingdom of the Lord
J e s u s Christ.—Sel.
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you out! You may just as well under- tion on the part of a husband for a wife
stand first as last t h a t when I speak, which deepen her love f#r him, heighten
you have to mind. Remember that!" her respect for other men, and make her •
"That our sons may be as plants grown up
daily and hourly grateful to t h a t God
in their youth; that our daughters may be as —Ex,
through whose infinite wisdom her life
^
corner-stones, polished after the similitude
and that of her husband were brought
of a palace."— Psalm 144:12.
PARENTAL CONTEOL.
together. Marriage is never a failure in
N controling children t h a t parent loves
a home where consideration tills t h e
LIVE TO DO GOOD.
I hi
minds and lives of t h e husband and
him
the child's future; what is best for wife. I t is a golden bond between them
Live to do good—this world should be
the child when grown. I t is easy to which brightens with increasing years,
But one united family,
hush a child with sweet meats and pro- and binds them together when they "are
One holy brotherhood;
mises, but does i t pay? When the sweet absent from the other."—Set
Where each should for his brother feel,
meats are gone i t will cry or be naughty
Helping along the gen'ral weal,
again only to get more.
Instead of arresting and locking up
The universal good.
Parents control your children in such a children for being on the streets after
Live to do good—an idle wail
way that they will not need to be re- certain hours, as some towns are trying
Is usek-ss—an action must prevail,
proved many times for the same offense. to do, it would be better to arrest one or
A living pattern teach;
Teach them t h a t obedience is to do what both of the parents. I t is not t h e fault
Invoke example's potent aid,
they are told and WHEN they are told, of the children t h a t they are out at late
And that to which you would pursuade,
not some other time.
hours. I t is natural for them t o want to
Practice as well as preach.
Never give away to a child even though be out, and if the parents have no more
it take a day to conquor it. A fond interest in their children than to allow
Live to do good—if fest'ring sores
mother learned for t h e first time t h a t them to run wild on t h e street t h e Humanity with tears deplores,
her
eldest boy, a young man about 18 parents and not t h e children should be
otrive all you can to heal;
years, was being led into an impure life. punished.
The boy or girl who is
Direct the young and comfort age,
She told the father and they called t h e properly looked after will not need any
Boldlv for right and truth engage,
son into t h e room, from which t h e police regulation, and t h e parent who
And for suff'ring feel.—Sel.
mother was determined t h e boy should allows his or her child to run wild on the
not go till he would never be impure streets does need police regulation. T h e
QUEER DISCIPLINE.
again. Three days and nights t h a t fault usually lies with t h e parents and
H E true disciplinarian does not waste mother and father talked and prayed there is where the remedy should be apwords. Obedience t h a t is finally with t h a t wayward boy; b u t when he plied.—Scottdale Independent.
dragged out of a child after a war of came out he came out a pure man.
Parents will sometimes weep over their
Parents lovingly, firmly deal with
words and waste of time is almost as bad
By God's help teach children and feel uneasiness lest their
as disobedience. T h e following from a your children.
them the fear of GOD, and train them future life will not be what it should be,
newspaper will illustrate this point:
when the cause of this uneasiness is t h a t
for
God.—The Guide.
"Willie!"
they do not correct their children. If
"What you want?"
they did they would have this promise
A
BIT
OP
HEALTHFUL
ADVICE.
" I want you to get right up!"
fulfilled for themselves: "Correct t h y
"All right," says Willie, and turns
son, and he shall give you rest; yea, he
I
N
I
S
H
every
day
and
be
done
with
it.
over for another nap. Half an hour
For manners and for wise living it is shall give delight unto your soul."—Prov.
passes and then—
a vice to remember. You have done 19:17. "Chasten thy son while there is
"Willie!"
what you could; some blunders and hope, and let not thy soul spare for cry"Y-a-a-a-s."
absurdities no doubtcreptin; forgetthem ing."—Prov. 19:18. A good many parents
Fifteen minutes later:
as soon as you can. To-morrow is a new neglect this Scripture and then do t h e
"You, Willie!"
day; you should begin it well and serenely, crying themselves in after years because
"Well?"
and with too high a spirit to be cum- of their children's conduct.—Sel.
"Are you going to get up to-day?"
bered with your old nonsense. This day
"Yes."
for all t h a t is good and fair. I t is too "The diseases of animals which render
"Well, be about it then. You march
dear, with its hopes and invitations, to their flesh unfit for food are very
yourself right down here!"
waste a moment on t h e rotten yester- numerous," says Dr. A. M. Davis. He
Twenty minutes elapse:
specifies fifteen. English butchers assert
days.—Emerson.
"Willie! ! !"
that, if all unhealty meat were rejected,
" W h a t you want?"
England could not be supplied. Nor
A HINT FOE HUSBANDS.
"If you're not up in five minutes I'll
could America. Therefore no inspeccome up there and rout you out in short
EN who complain of their homes too tion will save us from danger. Question
order! You mind that!"
farmers, cattle dealers, etc., and you will
" I ' m a coming."
are themselves more or less responsible find a sickening argument against such
"You'd better, sir, if you know what's for the atmosphere which pervades every food. But "putrescent alterations are
good for you!"
room of it. Consideration for a wife is much less likely to take place with reFifteen minutes later:
one of the sweetest flowers a husband can spect to vegetable than to animal, food."
"Will! If you're not out of there in grow and nourish in t h e home garden.
ten minutes I'll douse you with cold I t will do more than t h e costliest bouThe Cause of Cancer.—Dr. H. Maxwell
water—see if I don't! Get right up!"
quets which he can bring home from t h e states as the result of fifty years' experiWillie comes down half an hour later, florist's. I t is the little things in this ence t h a t cancer is the result of eating
world that make life attractive, and it is .too much meat, and especially pork. Beand the triumphant mother says:
"Aha, young man, I thought I'd rout the little acts of courtesy and considera- ware of bacon and sausages.—Sel.
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We. are sorry t h a t we cannot accommodate a number of new subscribers with
A Semi-Monthly Religious Journal,
January 1st issue. Your names have
i''or the exposition of true, practioal piety come in too late, and our extras are all
and devoted to the spread of Evangelical gone.

EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

truths and the Uuity of the church.
t-ublished in the interest of the church of
che Brethren in Christ.

We hope to have a ready response from
all who have received notice of their deSubscription, $1,00 per year; six months, 50c. linquency. I t is a matter of being "not
slothful in business" to a t least write a
Sample Copies Free.
letter of explaination. May this be received with the same feeling of-fraterniCOMMITTEE o r PUBLICATION.—Elder Sam- ty in which it is sent forth.
uel Zook, Abilene, Kas.; Eli Hoffman,
gal, Kas.; H. N. Engle. Abilene, Kas.

Done-

We are induced to express our grateful
appreciation of t h e many letters of encouragement which come to us from
All communications and letters of business
various sources. We need them under
should be addressed to the EDITOR.
the peculiar trials attendant with our
position. In the midst of your appreciaPUBLISHERS' NOTICE.
tion, do not forget to hold up our hands.
To; SUBSCRIBERS:—Oar terms are cash in We believe much in t h e power of the
advance.
prayer of faith.
2. When writing to have your address
•-•
changed, be sure to give both old and new
Much trouble might be avoided if in
address,
i 3. The date on the printed label will show sending money to renew subscriptions
to subscribers when their subscription ex- the sender would write distinctly his or
pires.
4. Renewals may be sent in at any time, her name, and address. We receive some
and your credit will be promptly shown on very perplexing communications, somethe label.
times even without any signature affixed.
5. If you do not receive the VISITOR within Please watch also your label and see t h a t
ten days from date of issue, write us at once you get proper credit.
and we will send the number called for.
I t is undoubtedly with deep regret t h a t
To THE POOB,—who are unable to pay, we
send the paper free on the recommendation the announcement of Bro. S. Graybill's
of others or upon their individual requests. decease reaches his many friends. He
Individual requests must be renewed every six
was one whose life was worthy of imitamonths as a matter of good faith.
To COBBE-SPONDENTS:—Articles for publica- tion in many respects indeed, and we
tion should be written on one side of the might question the order of Providence
paper only.
Write all business letters on sep- in removing him a t this time from his
arate sheets.
2. Communications without the author's much needed place in home, family, and
church; but we bow and say, " H e doeth
name will receive no recognition.
3. Communications for the VISITOR should all thing well."
H. N. ENGLE. Editor.
ELDEK SAMUEL ZOOK, Treas.

be sent in at least ten days before date of
issue.
BOUND VOLUMES OP THE VISITOR.
Send money by Post Office Money Order, Regstered Letter, or Bank Draft, to H. N. Engle,
OUND Volume-, No. V, is now ready.
Abilene,
Kansas.
If you want one, please order a t once
Entered as second-class matter at the Postas we have only a very limited number
office at Abilene,
Kansas.
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to spare. This Vol. contains the issues
from October 1896 to December 1897 inclusive. We have on hand several numbers of Vol. I l l and IV; also one each of
I and I I . The price for any one of these
will be $1.00, expressage to be paid by
the purchaser. This barely covers actual
cost to us.
ELECTION OR GRACE?

A

RTICLES in past issues of the VISID. W. Zook, No. Hi Dhurrumtollah St., Calcutta, India. Care of D. H. Lee.
TOR have called forth in t h e minds
Miss Hettie L.. Fernbaugh. Care of A. J. of some the question as to God's purpose
Nathan, Fez for Mequinez, Morocco, N. W. concerning the -world in this Age. I t is
Africa.
wonderful how our minds can have be. . . .BENEVOLENT FUND. , ,
come stereotyped without even having
Upton, Pa...
$3 00 any foundation for our faith. We must
let the Bible be our standard; then will
FOREIGN MISSION FUND.
we be found in harmony with the purNo. 3
•
$1 00
No. 4
8 00 pose of the Almighty.
No. 5
10 00 , As to God's purpose with mankind in

the present dispensation, Christendom
seems to be divided on two general platforms.. 1. T h a t it is God's purpcse to
convert the world. 2. T h a t His design
implies a calling out of a select company
(the Christ head and body—spiritual seed
of Abraham) through whom all t h e
nations of the earth shall be blessed—
not during the Gospel age, but during
Millennial Kingdom, or the reign of t h e
Christ—head and body.
Now, it is distinctly stated t h a t "this
Gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached
in all the world for a witness unto all
nations; and then shall the end come:"
but nowhere are we taught t h a t in t h e
present age will the world be converted
or accept the glad tidings of the Kingdom.
I t is however clearly to be seen t h a t
Christ, during his humiliation,-was permitted to look forward through the plan
of theages and seethecondition-of things
as they would exist a t the close of t h e
Christian Era.
The Savior in giving to t h e disciples
comprehensive views of the course of
events repeatedly refers to t h e closing
scene as compared to a time of. harvest,
a time of ingathering, a time of separation. I t must therefore be concluded
t h a t God fore-saw the "wheat company"
as compared with the "tares;" and also
t h a t those .whom he fore-saw were according to a diflnite plan.
God's plans are however never without
a purpose. T h e wideness of this purpose cannot be comprehended o n l y l y
those who have been quickened—whose
eyes of the understanding have been enlightened to know the hope of His calling and the riches of the glory of His inheritance in t h e saints.—(Eph. 1 chap.)
This "calling out" does not necessarily
imply a foreknowledge or predestination
of individual salvation;- but it does imply
the predestination of a ccmvpany. "Many
are called but few are chosen" are t h e
words of Jesus. Have you been called?
Have you heard the one offer of salvation
by the Gospel? T h e call goes„. to every
one who hears. But you say, I have not
been chosen. O Beloved! be not unbelieving. Every consecrated soul is on
probation for the prize which is set before us—namely immortalitj'—which will
be meeted out a t t h e presence of Jesus
Christ and his Kingdom. I t is through
the vail—his flesh—that Jesus our forerunner is entered into t h e Most Holy.
Let us tread the same path, consecrating
even to the death. Brother, Sister; who
will be among the chosen company which
shall be exalted with the Christ to be
partakers of the Divine, Immortal nature
after having escaped t h e corruptions,
which are in the world through lust?
Shall you—shall I?
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coming of Christ. The last of these God's servants takes the spade of truth,
CHURCH NEWS.
series of sermons was given on t h e last He always uncovers some hidden sin,
Sunday evening to a crowded house of that makes the proud, unteachable heart
intelligent hearers who were spell-bound of the Christian quake, and then they
for one hour and fifteen minutes with try to get away from the truth and say,
the thoughts and truths presented and "O well it does not mean t h a t . " BrethPHILADELPHIA MISSION.
carried home to the hearts by t h e Holy ren I want to say right here. Let us t e
Spirit. A number of requests were made honest with God and accept His word
Report for month of December:
for. the sick; mothers requested prayer from cover to cover, and believe t h a t God
DONATIONS
One sister came means just what He says, being willing
$ 6 45 for their children, etc.
forward for sanctification and sinners to be led by God and not by ourselves.
EXPENSES.
I t was our in- Then again we were glad because of
Rent
12 00 were deeply convicted.
Coal
3 50 tention to extend the meetings over the the many blessed truths we have learned
Shoes for children
10 40 next week, but was forced to close on ac- about the Second Coming of Jesus, and
'Clothing
. 6 94 count of t h e writers' health—not sick', about the taking away of His Church,
Hymn Books
1 08 but worn out. T h e every-night meeting according to 1 Tliess. 4:16-18. We have
Other expenses
4 96 at the Mission, three services every Sab- determined to live closer to God and to
bath, and Sunday-School is very labori- do more for His cause, above ail to be
Total,
$38 88 ous and telling on a person. Besides this found watching and praying when t h e
We have moved the Mission and have there are many other things to be seen trumpet sounds.
moved there myself. Address,
after and cared for.
So our prayer is t h a t our revival spirit
P E T E R STOVER,
Our meetings at the Mission and may not be as t h e sheet-iron stove t h a t
3423 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
church are running with usual interest. heal^s up very quickly, but cools off just
—• • —• •»
We received a contribution of one dollar as quickly; but rather t h a t we may enCHICAGO MISSION.
dure to the end, and study to be likefrom a sister in Canada.
The Arizona Sunday-School a t Glen- minded with Christ. Brethren pray for
Eelief and Sewing School Department.
Report for the month of December is as dale, remembered us also; and so did a the little flock in Garrett. "Yours in His
ALBERT T. HARRIS.
young brother of Oklahoma. They shall name.
follows:
Garrett,
Ind.,
Dec.
29, 1897.
be
recompenced
a
t
the
first
resurection.
DONATIONS.
Our sinking fund is $250.00. Pray God's
Brother and Sister Martin, Elizabethtown, P a
$1 00 blessing on the work here.
PROM THE FIELD.
Bethel Sunday-School, Kas
5 00 Bro. Geo. Hiller's gave us a visit on
their
return
from
Kansas.
Had
a
very
Amos Bear, Detroit, Kas
3 00
Brother and Sister, Ont
50 pleasant time. We expect Bro. J. H.
ON OUR MISSION.
A Brother, Mo
50 Eshelman of Sedgwick, Kansas with us
Lizzie, Jesse, Ezra and Mary Martin,Mo 35 some time in January. May he come in
O t h e dear readers of the VISITOR we
Brother W. Jury, Solomon, Kas
2 00 the fulness of the power of the Gospel.
come with Greetings in His name.
LOCAL CHUKOH NEWS.

Brother N. Krider's family; 111
Sisters, Kas
Rebecca Wilson, P a .

60
2 00
1 00

J . R. ZOOK.

T

May you all have had a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New year in t h e Lord.
Amen.
INDIANA.
Our soul doth magnify t h e name of
Total,
$15 95
the Lord this morning as we take a reO the editor of t h e VISITOR:
EXPENSES.
Dear Brother, I feel to write an ac- view of the ' past year. How many
Sewing School expenses, t t c
$2 50
count of our protracted meetings held a t blessed seasons the Lord hath given us,
Boys' Clothing
1 95
this place by Brother and Sister Noah peace and joy in t h e Holy Ghost, interNecess tries for sick
2 65
Zook, beginning November 27th and end- spersed with some severe tests and trials
Dry Goods
3 31 ing December 21st, during which time of faith, and some persecutions for Jesus'
Other expenses
2 65 Bro. Zook preached 25 sermons, held a sake; but the Lord graciously delivered
Total,
$13 06 great many afternoon prayer-meetings, us out of them all. Blessed be his name
for ever!
and did a great deal of visiting.
SAKAH BEET.
Now
you
may
ask,
what
is
the
result
of
Now as we with many others have
Englewood, 111., 6001 Peoria St.
all this work? and I will answer, Much entered upon the duties of a New Year
more than we know or think. But, as we feel as though we want to concecrate
DBS MOINES MISSION.
far as visible results are concerned, they ourselves more fully to t h e will of God
are these: The church has been wonder- and his holy service. Each day as i t
To the dear readers of the Visitor:
H E work goes on and shall continue in fully built up and enlightened, and onedawns upon us we feel like asking t h e
the name of the Lord as long as life dear brother held up his hand for prayer. Lord to teach us more of his blessed and
T h a t is all, so far as we know. B u t holy will concerning our own individual
shall last.
On December 5th we commenced a se- bless His name! we are still clinging to self and also concerning t h e work to
ries of meetings a t Altoona, la., which t h a t precious promise found in Isa. 55:11, which he has called us. With Paul we
can say, we know in whom we have becontinued nine days. T h e attendance and we have left the rest with God.
I t makes our hearts sad to think t h a t lieved and are persuaded t h a t He is able
and interest of these meetings were good
from the beginning. There was an even- in these latter days sinners are becoming to keep that which we have committed
ing or two when t h e attendance was so hardened and stiffnecked, and, not unto him against that day. We have
lessened by other attractions in t h e only the sinners, but God's own people realized the fulfillment of Phil. 4:19 ever
very often will not endure sound doc- since we are out in this line of work.
village.
I delivered seven sermons on the Second trine. But when the Holy Ghost through This encourages us to trust him more
Des Moines, la.

T
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meet. Oh how her heart goes up to God
for power to be used in t h e right way!,
LESSED is he whose transgression is She fears they might not be found faith"Tis so sweet to trust in Jesus,
forgiven, whose sin is covered. Bles- ful servants. Sister Shirk and Sister
Just to take him at his word.
sed is the man unto whom the Lord im- Bert frequent the closet and there pour
Just to lean upon his promise,
puteth not iniquity and in whose spirit out their hearts to God in prayer. Oh
Just to know, Thus sajth ihe Lord."
there is no guile." Our Keport through
The meetings a t Garrett, Ind., were of the EVANGELICAL VISITOR, dates back let us join ours with theirs and give as
ordinary interest and fairly well attend- to November 4, having arrived a t Gar- the Lord may prosper us.
Oh the great needs for Mission work in
ed. The Band of Brethren and Sisters rett, Decalb county, Ind., November 1,
and others of God's little ones enjoyed where we remained till t h e morning of a city like Chicago! We visited a numthe meetings and were encouraged to go the 12th in which time we visited among ber of Missions and Homes of which we
on to know more of the blessed ways of the little flock and had meetings nearly cannot speak now. We wish to say t h a t
God. We had blessed and sweet fellowwe enjoyed our visits to the Mennonite
every night.
ship with the dear saints, and if we shall
Brethren's Mission very much. Those
never meet them again on earth we hope .On Sunday we had three services. We dear Brethren and Sisters are in t h e
to meet them in t h e air when Jesus held up Christ as our Savior and the work for the Master. May t h e dear
comes to reward his servants. "Blessed only hope of our Salvation. There were Lord continue to bless them in the work
hope." The Lord helped us to give t h e none who publicly accepted Christ; b u t for Him. We joy in t h e fellowship
people t h e plain untarnished truth, we tried to clear ourselves toward saint which we found with them. Oh what
showing the clean way, which was gener- and sinner.
What t h e church needs joy to be in him and himself in us! We
ally received; while some may have been there is a minister—a Spirit-filled one, visisted the Deaconess Home, 15 South
offended because their idol was exposed. to work for the glory of God.
Center Avenue, Sister K. C. Moser Supt.
These meetings continued for three
We left Garret on t h e morning of May those dear workers be used of t h e
weeks. Deep conviction rested upon
November
12th for Chicago. Arrived a t Master for much good to His glory. We
some of the unsaved, but many hardened
Englewood,
6001 Peoria St. a t noon, a t were to hear the Hindoo Evangelist, V .
their hearts; while one man eame out
the
Brethren's
Mission and were kindly D. David, about a dozen times. H e
publicly as a volunteer for Jesus. May
greeted
by
our
dear
Bro. and Sister Shirk speaks much of t h e More Abundant Life
he become fully established and a worker
who
had
been
expecting
us for the last and Keeping Power of God.
for Jesus is our prayer.
few months. A few hours later we were Thus we spent four weeks of much
permitted to enjoy the greetings of our
On Wednesday, Dec. 22nd, we left Gar- dear Sister Sarah Bert who has been in interest in the service of t h e Master.
Our dear Bro. B. Brubaker was quite
rett to visit an only uncle of Sister Zook's
the work there since the Mission began; sick for several days, b u t he looked t o
near North Webster, Ind. His name Is
and we praise God right here t h a t we the Lord and prayer was made for him
Andrew Snoke and has been identified
find our dear Sister still in untiring without ceasing and the dear Lord raised
for many years with the Brethren as a
Minister of the Gospel. He is 82 years labors. Her zeal is for t h e good of her him up. Glory to His name!
In the afternoon and eve of December
old, and blind. Shut out from the light fellowmen and t h e glory of God.
of this world, but we hope he may open
Soon after we were there, Bro. Shirk 12th, the dear ones gathered a t the Mishis eyes to a blessed and glorious im- with the workers arranged to hold a sion Home to give joy to us in parting,
mortality when Jesus comes.
Love-feast
a t t h e Mission, which with the thought of meeting the Lord in
the air and the thought of joy resoundOn Christmas day we came to Gravel- was held November 27-28. Bro. Shirk
ing t h a t we never say good bye in heaven.
spared
no
trouble
to
notify
the
Brethren.
ton, Elkhart county, and joined in with
Yours for t h a t meeting,
Eld.
Isaac
Trump
from
Polo,
111.,
Rev.
the Brethren in a protracted meeting at
J O H N H. MYERS AND W I F E .
the Union M. H., conducted by Elder B. M. Shirk and wife from Goshen, Ind.,
Dec. 31, 1897.
F. Hoover of Ohio. The meeting had Bros., A. Harris and T. II. Salmon from
•» • ^ • •
been running for several weeks and was Garrett, Ind., were with us. The dear
fairly interesting, a few souls having brethren and sisters seemed to enjoy the
TO AFEIOA.
come out as seekers. The meeting a t feast very much; also their co-workers in
S we are on our onward voyage we fail
present writing is still interesting, large the Sunday-school and sewing school,
not to remember these of the homecrowds being in attendance, and several helping to care for t h e poor and needy land who are dear t o us by social ties, as
more having started for t h e kingdom. and to .relieve t h e suffering. We were well as by the bonds of christian fellowHere as in many other places there is much pleased with t h e Sunday-school, ship.
great need of a fullerconcecration on the numbering about 125. Our dear Bro. B.
At the present writing. Dec. 8.1897, we
part of many believers. We hope and Brubaker is superintendent of t h e
find
ourselves smoothly sailing southward
pray t h a t the Lord may through the school. H e is t h e right man in t h e
Holy Ghost lead out many of the dear right place, I t afforded us much joy t o on the Atlantic Ocean, nearing t h e Cachildren of God into t h e clearer light see the little folks. Sister Brubaker has nary Islands. Expect t o arrive a t Las
and into t h e fullness of a Holy, sanctified about 38 little ones in her room a t t h e Palmas tomorrow morning (D. V.) where
life. We are alad to say t h a t some are Mission. We wish to say to our readers a short stop of five or six hoars is expecthungering after the deeper things of t h a t the Mission deserves our prayers ed. Las Palmas is onecf the chief of t h e
God, and the gracious promise of Jesus is and our support; and may we be open to Canaries. Here mail and pissengers will
t h a t they who hunger and thirst -after hear the voice, " H e t h a t giveth t o t h e be exchanged. This will be our last opportunity to communicate t o the loved
righteousness SHALL be filled. "These poor lendeth to the Lord."
ones of home until we make our safe arthings have I spoken unto you that my
joy might remain in you and t h a t your
Bro. Shirk, our minister there, has rival a t Cape Town, S. A., which we trust
joy might be FULL."—John 15:11. Anyquite a responsibility, and we should by the blessing of God we shall. I t is truly
one can address us a t South West, Ind. pray earnessly t o t h e Lord for him so blessed to have simple trust in God, who
Yours and His.
t h a t he may be able t o discharge his in reality is t h e "Master of ocean and
NOAH AND MARY ZOOK.
duty. His dear wife is a very earnest help- earth and sky," who has "accepted us in
Gravelton, Ind.. Jan. 3, 1898.

and more. So we feel to sing with the
Poet.
^

A VOICE FROM THE HELD.

B
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the beloved" and sanctified us by the
MISSIONARY HYMN.
is by no means an easy one according to
blood of the everlasting covenant, and
the flesh: but the sweet fellow-ship we
The chariot of mercy is speeding its way
chosen us to be fellow heirs of His glory.
can
have with Jesus is worth all t h e
May we withhold no tribute which His Far, far o'er the shadowy gloom,
suffering in t h e flesh. Oh the joy, the
And the lands that in death's obscurity lay
love demands of us, but consecrate all for
happiness that came to us since a t this
His own name's sake. Amen, and amen. Are bursting the bars of the tomb.
place. But also a trial of our faith.
I
see
where
'tis
shedding
its
luminons
ray,
The purpose of these our brief reports
But t h a t trial worked patience and exis by no means to describe all t h a t falls Dispersing the shadow of night,
perience; also a hope t h a t rnaketh not
And
the
wondering
nations
are
hailing
the
into our sight. Y e t it would possibly be
ashamed because the love of God is shed
day,
to the satisfaction of some to make a few
abroad in our heart. We have felt so
And
rejoice
in
its
glorious
light.
brief references.
glad for past experience t h a t God had
We are glad to know t h a t t h e hand of Halle-lujahs are sounding melodious clear,
given us, for we need it all and are conProvidence has been over us on our form- Borne sweet from the isles of the sea,
tinually reaching for higher attainments,
er voyage, since we have learned t h a t And the lands of the East send the echo a-far. which we believe the dear Apostles had.
only a few days in advance of us, great And the long-fetter'd pagan is free:
We believe God sent us here to go
destruction of life and 'property tcok place And the Indian that roams thro' the green- through a course of Missionary training;
at various points on the waters. Since
prairied West
also a Theological course of study, taught
embarking on the "Pembroke Castle" for Now raises his tear-moisten'd eye,
only by the great I am, the only D. JJ. to
our south-bound voyage, we had more As he welcomes with joy the glad tidings whom our Blessed Master pointed us
rough sailing; the English Channel and
when He called us and showed to us our
of rest
the Bay of Biscay which are generally In a home far away in the s t y .
work. We have taken lessons from
more or less boisterous were possibly more
Daniel and the diet which he demanded
And the dark visaged son of the African
so than usual, owing to the disturbance
the king to give to him, which was pulse
wild
already refered to. A strong wind from
and water. Praise the Lord! we know
Has tasted ImmanuePs love,
the west carried us nearer the coast of
what it is, and we got wisdom by it.
And his lion-like nature grows tenderly mild.
France and Spain than was desired; but
Then again, Paul said he suffered heat
As he hears the sweet news from above.
with all safety we are again on the wide
and cold, knew what It was to. be "full
0 chariot of mercy, roll gloriously on,
ocean and are now sailing on smooth
and empty," and t h a t nothing was able
And fly over mountain and sea,
waters. The scenes on either side of the
to separate him from the love of God.
Till the last gloomy shadow of darkness is
Thames and t h e Channel, as also along
Jesus says, "if ye suffer with me ye shall
gone,
the coasts of France and Spain, were
also reign with me." Blessed thought
unique; mountainous and bleak, from a And the last fetter'd spirit is free!
for the child of God!
—Selected.
distance scarce looking tillable. By the
Our faith to-night is stronger than
use of glasses an occasional green valley
"The advance in heathen lands is slow, ever and we have found out more about
with a small village were visible. Large,
did you say? Take a look a t this fact: Jesus through wonderful answers to
very large fields designated by stone
'The increase in membership in heathen prayer. People a t this place, like a t
fences were visible, where, according to
lands is thirty times greater than a t every other, lack for want of proper
appearance, nothing but sheep, or goats
home in proportion to t h e number of tsaching; yet we find some dear saints a t
could subsist.
ministers employed.' "
this place who seem to know something
The English coast seemed like a solid
about the hidden life and have consecrated
front of chalk, on the surface of which ' "The Moravian missions are establish- their all. We have all reasons to believe
scarce a tree was visible, only a thin mat ed among t h e Eskimo of Greenland, t h a t they have done so. We can speak
of moss or grass on the sterile soil. Torts Labrador; and Alaska; t h e Indians of of one colored sister (for we can own her
and summer resorts were t h e most nota- North and Central America; the colored as one) who seems to have an experience
ble scenes on t h e out-going coast.
population of the West Indies; the Hot- t h a t far exceeds her race,and we had to say
Our company have so far stood the tentots and Kaffirs of South Africa; the within ourselves, Wonderful! We have
voyage reasonably well. We have in our natives of Nyassaland; t h e lepers of all reasons to believe that she will be a
former report stated that the voyage on Palestine; t h e degraded aborigines of power for good, her heart overflowing
the N. A. was a very desirable one, i Australia; and t h e Tibetan-speaking with love, and her eyes sparkling with
1
scarcely a person on the entire trip hav- Buddhists of the Himalayas—in all, 150 rays of divine electricity. Let us come
ing been sea sick; but this cannot be said ! stations, 400 missionaries, 92,000converts, in closer touch with the colored people.
of our late voyage. The troubled waters ! 250 schools, and 22,000 scholars."
We do not know how long the Lord
in the English Channel and Bay of Biswill keep us here, but are fully trusting
cay, together with t h e damp, sultry
OUR FAITH MISSION.
him to take us out when he sees i t is
weather, has had t h e effect of making
enough. People have been very kind to
E
A
R
readers
of
t
h
e
VISITOR:
This
many of the passengers sea sick. Our
us and we appreciated their kindness.
evening
finds
us
in
Kansas
City,
Mo.,
company all felt t h e effects with the exGod bless them.
Sometime later we
ception of Sister Engle, who seemingly trusting the Lord according to his leadhas been very well from the first of her ings three years ago, praising the Lord purpose to give a short sketch of what
journey. Some of us had b u t a very because He opened our way t h a t we God requires of a life of Faith so we need
slight attack, while a few had more of might proclaim a Jesus t h a t gives sal- not be burdonsome to t h e church or
its effects to contend with; but a t present vation full and free, and thanking kind churches.
all are fairly over it, hopeful of better friends that they were willing to give of
Asking the prayers of all God's childays. May the links which have bound their means for the spread of the gospel
us together never be broken, but Eternity of Jesus Christ. May God Bless them dren t h a t we may be continually walking the order of t h e Lord, we remain
prove how strong they were woven by the
now,
henceforth
and
forever.
your Brother and Sister,
Love of Jesus.
J . I. A N D M. A. S T A U F F E R .
Since here, we have had some experiYours in hope of the resurrection,
Kansas City, Mo., 2022 Mercur St.
J E S S E E N G L E AND S. A. MISSIONARIES. ence of what a missionary's life is. I t
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CULTIVATE PURE THOUGHTS,

OUR YOUTH.

and keep them in a pure channel we shall
E cannot live pure lives and think obey the law of purity in act. "Figs do
not grow on thistles;" neither are corC H A B A O T E B IB MOKE THAN BEPUTATION.
impure thoughts. If we harbor
"But the path of the just is as the shining impure thoughts, they will very soon rupt deeds a harvest which is gathered
light, that shineth more and mt re unto the
from pure thoughts.—Good Health, in
lead us to commit impure acts; for, in
perfect day."—Prov. 4:18.
Social Purity
Department.
the words of the old couplet:

W

"Bad thought's a thief;
HOW TO GET GOOD PROM READING.
He acts a part,
Creeps through the windows of the heart,
' T H E Christian Pres,s wisely remarks
And if he once his way can win,
i t h a t "by reading we may converse
He lets a hundred robbers in."

A PRAYER.
Lord, give me this to find,
How to be kind,
This heaven born art,
Of Thee a part.
Small gift have I beside,
But this is deep and wide—
Pregnant with power to reach
All men in speech.
In this the verifst clod
May be like God;
Crowned in its low e .tats,
Be truly great.
Such wealth of wealth falls not,
Nor is forgot.
Who holds on earth this dower
Alone has power.
All human art must fail—
It will prevail.
Thongh dumb the lips to reach,
All know its speech.
God g've us this to know,
That we may show
A world that is so blind
How to be kind.
-Sel.

TWENTY IMPOLITE THINGS.

L

OUD and boisterous laughing.
2. Beading when others are talking.
3. Talking when others are reading.
4. Cutting flnger nails in company.
5. Joking others in company.
6. Gazing rudely a t strangers.
7. Leaving a stranger without a seat.
8. Making yourself hero of your own
story.
9. Reading aloud in company without
being asked.
10. Spitting about the house, smoking,
or chewing.
11. Leaving church before worship is
closed.
12. Whispering or laughing in t h e
house of God.
13. A want of respect and reverence for
seniors.
14. Correcting older persons than yourself, especially parents.
15. Receiving a present without an
expression of gratitude.
16. Not listening to what one is saying
in company.
17. Commencing to eat as scon as you
get to the table.
18. Answering questions t h a t have
been put to others.
19. Commencing talking before others
have finished speaking.
20. Laughing at the mistakes of others.
—Leaflet.

with the wisest men t h a t have ever lived
A thought is generally considered a on the earth. They have left books bevery trifling thing: and we are prone to hind them for the very purpose of insay t h a t thinking does no harm—that one structing and giving enjoyment to their
may think anything so long as he acts readers. And for these purposes everyrightly. This is a great mistake. body reads. But the question before us
"Thoughts are t h e eggs of words and is not, 'Shall we read?' b u t 'What and
actions," and within them lies all t h e how shall we read?' What? Not every
sinfulness of actual transgression. They book. Some one has said, ' I t is not
are the very root of all evil acts. Our necessary to drink a whole bottle of wine
Savior, in Matt. 15:19, puts evil thoughts to find out if it is sour^ a taste is enough.
first in the catalogue of all evil things: If it is sour, let i t alone.' So in reading.
"For out of t h e heart proceed evil If you find out by the author's name, his
thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornica- introduction, or a few of his pages, t h a t
tions, thefts, false witness, blasphemies." the volume is not intended to commend
Here we have enumerated nearly every right, truth, and humanity, let it alone.
sin of which the human heart is capable; I t will not pay to read a bad book. You
but evil thoughts come first. They are might converse with a bad man for t h e
the first step which leads to all t h e purpose of leading him to a better life,
others.
but a bad book is beyond redemption.
I t is not safe for the young woman who I t cannot be converted. I t is fit only for
desires to remain pure in action to think burning; throw it into the fire. But how
impure thoughts. We cannot indulge in shall we read? Not what we glance over
evil imaginations without weakening with our eyes, but what we lodge in our
the power of the will and the conscience. mind, benefits us. I t is said t h a t Miss
Each time we consent to an evil deed in Martineau generally read a t the rate of a
thought or dwell upon an impure theme, page an hour; but then she knew what
it loses some of its hideousness, and con- she read. We commend slow reading,
science is partly won over. A mind ac- and also re-reading. A good book should
customed to dwell upon sin scon ceases be read a t least twice. Better still, if
to look upon i t with aversion. With the you read over a chapter, turn back and
barriers against sin thus weakened, t h e re-read it before commencing the second
work of ruin is only a question of time chapter, and you will find t h a t in t h a t
and circumstances.
way you can make the book your own.
I t is well for us to remember t h a t t h e In reading abstruse books you will find
change from virtue to vice is never a it pays to read with pencil and paper,
very sudden one. The way to ruin is a and note down any striking thought.
gradual descent, having its beginning in Better read one book thoroughly t h a n
the harboring of impure thoughts, t h e half a dozen carelessly. Some one said,
feeding of the imagination upon forbid- 'Save me from t h e man of one book.'
den pleasures,- t h e dallying with evil, He meant by t h a t t h a t there was no
until, when the hour of sudden and un- chance in a discussion with him on t h e
usual temptation comes, t h e "smolder- subject i t treated of. We once knew a
man of one book, but t h a t book was t h e
ing fire flashes into open sin."
Bible, and he was the best theologian we
None of us can tell when sudden ever met."—Telescope.
temptation may overtake us. How important, then, t h a t we cultivate a habit
of pure thinking at all times! One of
"Coleridge says there are four kinds of
the most helpful aids to the cultivation readers: The hour-glass, whose reading
of such a habit of thought is the pursuit runs in and out and leaves no trace of
of some useful employment or study. gain; the second, like t h e sponge, takes
The cup t h a t is full can contain no more; everything; the third retains only the
just so one whose mind is filled with use- refuse t h a t some would throw away; b u t
ful thoughts of work or study will have t h e fourth, like t h e miner among gems,
little room for sinful imaginations.
keeps the gems and casts away t h e clipIf we learn to command our thoughts pings."
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LITERARY NOTICES.

W

HAT may be expected of The SundaySchool Times during the year 1898?
We are sure it will be very much indeed. The
prospectus is in itself an interesting little
booklet which we prize as a reference and to
which we will undoubtedly frequently turn
during the year to look into the faces of
some one of the thirty-eight contributors
who will touch on almost every phase of
work connected with such a publication. We
have had access to this journal for a number
of years and can speak of its merit in its
particular line of work. The Staff on the
"International L-ssons" continues with little
variation and we are sure a "weekly feast" is
in store . on this line. The clubbing rates
place it within reach of all; five copies or
more in one package to one address, being
sent for 50c each. Address, John D. Wattles & Co. 1031 Walnut Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Have you read "Home, Marriage, and
Family Relations," by James Inglis? It is a
booklet of about 100 pages rilled with matter which cannot but profit any one desirous
of studying these subjects from a Scriptural
point of view. An eight page preface by H.
L. Hastings is in itself a composition which
no one can read without being led to
thoughts leading to a better life. The chapters on Home and the Housahold, Marriage,
Parents, and Filial Duties are full of hopeful
suggestions such as no young persons who
contemplate the marital relation can afford
to fore-go reading. A doz3n or more rare
poems are interspersed through its pages.
The book would be a valuable gift to young
people. Price in paper cover 15c; cloth 85c.
Address H. L. Hastings, 47 Cornhill, Boston,
Mass.

PRAY FOR ISRAEL.

Y

E THAT make mention of the Lord keep
not silence, and give Him no rest, till he
establish, and till he make Jerusalem a
praise in the earth."—Isa. 62:6,7. "Thus
saith the Lord: Sing with gladness for
Jacob, and shout among the chiefs of the nations: publish ye, praise ye, and say, O Lord,
save Thy people, the remnant of Israel."—
Jer. 31:7. Much is spoken concerning the
second coming of our Lord Jesus and what
we may do to hasten it. Because we know
not the day nor the hour He will come, Jesus has given us, who are His saints, the commandment to "watch and pray," and ever be
ready.
Our Lord is speaking expressly, in the
above text, of His chosen people, Israel, and
not the church, as many would misinterpret.
The church has no promise of praise in the
earth, but her praise is of God. Christ's
promise to her in the world is persecution
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and not praise. He also said, " Woe unto you
when all men shall speak well of you." His
church is to be a "peculiar people," and
not such whom men should praise. But concerniog Jerusalem and His people Israel, He
has promised that the city shall become the
metropolis of the world, in which all the nations shall bring all their glory; and His
peop'e shall be a nation whose numbers
shall be as the sands of the sea, to whom the
whole world shall pay tribute.
At the present time Jerusalem is broken
down, and Israel is scattered t " the uttermost part of the earth and have no dwelling place. But in time to come, Jerusalem
is to be the City of the great Kirg, who is to
reign a thousand years; and from Israel (not
Jews only) is to go forth the law which is to
govern the world. Therefore the Holy City
will have to be builded and Israel restored
to his place. If we would hasten the coming
reign of the Great King, it is necessary that
we obey the above command as well as that
of preaching the Gospel among the nations
for a witness.
The world is not becoming better and
better, as some would intimate, at the preaching of the Gospel, but on the contrary the
masses are waxing worse and worse. As
Christian (?) civilization and culture increases and spreads, sin and iniquity of all
forms abound more and more in every place.
Read Rom. 11:1-21. "If the casting away of
them be the reconciling of the world, what
shall the receiving of them be, but life from
the dead?" Did you know that the restoration of people had to do with the resurrection of the dead? But so Would the apostle
tell us. He does not say that they must be
received before the resurrection of the dead
occurs, but says the result of "receiving
them" shall be "life from the dead," as the
"casting away of them" resulted in the reconciling of the world to God. So then, the
sooner, "the receiving of them," the establishing, and the "making of Jerusalem a praise in
the earth" begins, the sooner will be the
coming of Christ, and the resurrection • from
the dead. Therefore when we are praying
this blessing upon God's chosen people
Israel, we are praying a blessing upon our
own heads.
There is scarcely a plainer command in
the Bible to the children of God who are the
Lord's remembrancers; yet how little we hear
it obeyed. We all pray for His church, but
we forget His chosen nation. For the. church
we offer up many prayers, and often with
strong crying and tears, but for Israel
scarcely ever a word is uttered.
The command, as given in the above text,
not only implies making request, but a
wrestling with God until the resurrection is
accomplished. Christ in teaehiug His disciples how to pray, taught them to say, "Thy
kingdom come." Lord teach us how to pray
according to Thy commandment. Amen.—
D. W. Zook in The Vanguard.
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OUR TIMS.
"Ye can discern the face of the sky; but
can ye not discern the signs of the times?"
"Reports state that the Czar of Russia has
granted pardon to 200 Lutheran preachers
of the Baltic province, who, on a variety of
charges, have been deprived of religious liberty in the use of their churches, and deported to other parts of the empire."
The Popes of Rome are elected by the
college of Cardinals upon the decease of the
Roman Pontif. Leo XIII is quite old and it
is said that an Italian Cardinal, Vanutelli, is
pressing the canvass much to the impatience
of the Holy Father. Unblushing is the manner in which the suffrages are being won—
especially of the foreign Cardinals. It is
said on good authority that Cardinal Gibbons has fallen in line with the aspirants desire.
An attempt of A. W. Terrell, by an article
in the November number of The Century, to
defend Sultan Abdul Hamid II. has caused
surprise to many who have taken note of his
successful Armenian butcheries. The fallacy of the ex-minister is ably exposed by
Mr. C. Hamlin in The Independent of November 18. The horrible intricacies of the Mohammed sovereign are too well known-to be
dressed up with untempered mortar, even
though done by men in high political circles.
"Thomas A. Edison, Jr., has photographed
a thought. At least he feels so confident
that he has done so that he is going on with
his experiments. By means of the Roentgen
rays applied to the back of a man's head he
photographed round objects, which Edison
believes to be the quarter of a dollar upon
which the subject had, according to directions, concentrated his thoughts. This image
was secured on an extremely sensitive plate,
the making of which is Mr. Edison's secret.
If the discovery pans out we'll all have to go
about with our thoughts concentrated on
matters celestial or be given dead away."
A glimpse of how the liquor curse has
hold on high places in our land can be seen
by the following v,hich hfads a lengthy article by "staff correspondence" in the New
York Voice of December 30, 1897:—Yale's
Battery of 66 Saloons. They surround the
University within a Radius of Two Blocks
from the Campus and Green. Disgraceful
Orgies among students are considered very
funny by the Editors of College papers. Out
of a faculty of 250 members, but 2 are suspected of voting no license for New Haven's
400 Grog-shops.
Disgraceful
practices.
Professors wink at alcoholic Revels in the
Dormitories, and the Beer-wagons make
regular rounds to the College-clubs, some of
which hold regular saloon licenses.*
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The armies of the triple alliance and Rus- you are men who fear God, and are in search
sia arranged for the annual mancevers dur of higher truth. I felt it when j o u came
m g the part of September comprise a fear- first; I feel it to-day, after this conversation,
ful showing of military power for a time of but you have not asked me any particular
peace. The numbers are quoted as follows: question that I can lay hold of. Won't you
Germany, 180,000; Austr a, 155,000; Italy, be frank, and tell me what it is you want?'
80,000. Each succeeding year the Autumn Then t o my astonishment, whkt do you think
manceuvers are more impressive, and thethey said? 'Our sacred books say that Jesus
armaments are heavier, the bodies of men Christ is coming to reign again, and we want
larger. The formidable increase this year is to know by what signs He is to be known,
illustrated in Germany, where last year only for we want to be amongst the first to reabout 135,000 men were assembled on a war ceive Him!"—The Armory.
footing. This year's showing is said to be
the acme of peace preparation for war.
"Processions of a religious character are
—Ex.
again to be permitted in Rome. Since 1870
A recent issue of the Freeman's Journal such processions were against the law. But
contains the outline of a great crusade that the New York Independent states that lately
is to mark the close of this century. The the Prime Minister of Italy has informed
papal leaders are making preparations for a the ecclesiastical authorities that this restricgreat Catholic crusade which shall mark the tion will be removed on condition merely
close of the nineteenth century in a manner that the local police officers be informed becalculated to turn all eyes upon that church. forehand of the intention. The permission
There is plenty of evidence that the close of has been hailed with delight, and religious
the century will be a stirring time in every processions are now as frequent in Rome as
quarter of the civilized world. The forces in other cities, always attended, however, with
of evil, of error, intolerance, and depotism, the utmost good behavior. One effect of this
are not only coining forth from Rome, but will be to show the Catholic Church throughare everywhere on the aggressivi; and theout the world that there is no persecution of
cause of liberty needs the active, earnest en- it in Italy, but that it enjoys the most absolute freedom. Also it will, to a considerable
deavors of every one of its friends.—Ex.
degree, place the Vatican under obligations
The Sunday-law forces of Ohio, who forto the Goverment and thus will facilitate the
the past year have been making much annoy restoration of cordial relations between it
ance to all good citizens in that state, have and the Government."
received an uniobked for check in their career of force. In a case that came up in ColThe situation in the far East at this writumbus, Judge Swartz of that city declared ing (Dec. 28) is .very threatening. Russia
that a S u n d a y law is unconstitutional, on the has ousted the English director of custornes
ground that it is contrary to the principles in Corea, aud installed one of its own. This
of American government which demands point gained, it seized Kin-Chau, north of
the complete separation of church and Port Arthur, a walled city, which amounts to
state.
This is the first time in re- practically taking possession of Corea, Mancent years, if not in our National history churia, and the Gulf of Lau-Tung. This
that a judge on a bench has made a declara- high-handed move has aroused the other
tion of this kind. This decision is sweeping powers, and a struggle seems imminent, in
and marks a most interesting and critical which England and Japan are likely to
stage in the Sunday-law movement in Ohio. coalesce in the defence of what they deem
—Ex.
their rights.
Russia, and France stand
Timothy Richard, a Missionary to China,
when taking a furlough in England, told an
int'eresting anecdote at a Missionary meeting at Stockwell, Orphanage. He said: "One
day two Mohammedans came to my house in
Pekin; one was an officer in the government,
and the other was a high-priest in the
Mohammedan religion. They stayed beyond
the usual length o f a call, remaining nearly
two hours, but they never came to any particular point. We talked and talked and talked
about religion in every respect almost, but I
felt pursuaded that they had some special
object in calling, but I could not get it ous
of them. A few days after I returned their
call; I sat and talked for about two hours to
try and find out what they were after, but I
did not succeed. When I rose to go, I said
to them, 'Now, if I read your minds aright,

united by sentiment and perhaps by treaty,
and Germany a sort of predatory lance, but
apt to join forces with England and Japan
in case of hostilities. And already there are
indications of trouble. Seventeen British
warships are lying off the coast of Corea to
enforce the dismissal of the Russian director
of the Corean customs and the replacement of
MoLevy Brown,the Englishman who was ousted. Will Russia submit to this coercion? If
not—if the Muscovite shows his teeth and
orders the King of Corea to stand firm—we
may look for the war cloud to burst, That
will mean the greatest war of the nineteenth
century.—Conservator.

0UK DEAD.
GIBBONEY.—Died, November 30, 1897,
near Mt. Pleasant, Pa., Emma Edeth,
daughter of Samuel and Nancy Gibboney,
aged 7 months, and 9 days. Departed this
life with intense suffering and is greatly
missed by lovingparents. Funeral discourse
held at the house by the United Brethren
minister. Interment in the Mt, Pleasant
cemetery.
NEWCOMER. — Died, near Mountville,
Lancaster county, Pa., Dec. 16, 1897, Rebecca
G., wife of Ephraim Newcomer, and daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Grove, of near Maytown, Pa., aged 21 years, 5 months, aud 3
days. Deceased was sick only four or trie
days, and although her sufferings were great
she bore it patiently without a murmur.
Services were held at Reich's M. H., Dec. 19,
conducted by Bro. J. N. Martin and Eld.
Martin Rutt, Preaching from 1 Sam. 20:3,
to a large concourse of sorrowing friends and
neighbors. The remains were interred in
the adjoining cemetery.
GRAYBILL.—Died near Martinsville, Pa.,
January 2, 1898, Bro. Simeon E. Sraybill,
aged 59 years, 9 months, and 11 days. He
was born in East Donegal township, Lancaster county, March 21, 1838. Eldest son
of Elder Jacob Graybill, (deceased). Brother
Graybill will be missed in the church as well
as in his neighborhood. He was a faithful
minister of the gospel for about 18 years.
He leaves a wife and five children t o mourn
their loss—two sons and three daughters.
The funeral was held at the Mennonite
church at New Providence, on the fifth of
January a*, half past one o'clock, conducted
by Bros. Christian Miller and Jacob N. Martin of the home brethren, and Bro. John
Smith from Ohio. Text Psa. 17:15.

MAEEIED.
H I L T S - S H E F F E R . — Married, December
28th, 1897, by Eld. H. R.Heise, at the home of
the bride's father, Geo. T. Hilts of Toronto,
Ont., to Sister Melind i A. Sheffer of Whitechurch, Ont.
GUYER-KEAGY.—Married, at the home
of the bride's parents, Elder Peter Keagy,
by the under-signed, Mr. Charles Guyer t o
Miss Lucy Keagy, both of Bedford county,
Pa.

J O H S H. SMITH.

LANDIS-LENHERT. — Married, December 27,1897, at the home of the bride near
Vbilene, Kans., Bro. Jacob E. Landis, son of
Bro. Henry Landis of Abilene, Kans., to
The indications of the times are such that Sister Katie Lenhert, youngest daughter of
the Savior's warnings to watch are urgently Bro. Cyrus Lenhert (deceased), by Bro. Jacob
pressing themselves upon the' believer.
N. Engle.

